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We would for many a deed in kindness wrought
Our gratitude express;
And though at times we heedless seem
We now confess :.."
That his unfailing gentle courtesy »
Has smoothed our way
O'er many a stony path and brought us light
On many a dreary day,
And since the time has come for us to leave
This dear old place
We take with us, each in her utmost heart,
His smiling face.
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GREETINGS
We, the staff of "The Virginian,"
give to our class, the class of 1 9 1 9-
1920, this Annual, a reminder of
the many days spent at the State
Normal School, Farmville, Vir-
ginia. We have tried to give a
true picture of the life at our Alma
Mater. If in the years to come
we recall as we turn the leaves of
this book, read its pages, and look
into the faces of our friends, the
many interesting experiences of
our school life at S. N. S., we have
not striven in vain. The one de-
sire of the staff is that we may
keep alive our love for each other
and for our Alma Mater.
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VIRGINIAN STA
Editor-in-chief
. . . .Carolyn Burgess
Assistant Editor-in-chief Edith Estep
Business Manager.
.
Odell Lavinder
A„^;„*^„t^ IPattie EmoryAssistants ' '
I Clara Stephens
Art Editor Varsenic Mooshy
Assistant Julia Mahood
Literary Editor Susie Watson
Assistant Frances Spindler
Pat/e Six
fage Sei:en
3n iUpmnriam
MtB. iiarg Pagnr l^arrta
Born
In Bath County, Virginia
January 12, 1858
Died
At The State Normal School
Farmville, Virginia
January 5, 1920
Evening and the shadows fall.
And we are sad,
But Angel voices call
And she is glad.
Her spirit fleeth on
To heights above,
There in the fair new dawn
This one we love
Will meet her Father, King
And be with Him.
Sweetly the Angels sing
A glad new hymn.
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J. L. Jarman, B.A , LL.D
,
President
Bessie L, Ashton Geography
Mary Barlow • Physical Education
G. H. Bretnall Biology
Lulu C. Bretnall Assistant in English
Virginia Bugg Assistant in History
Martha W. Coulling Drawing
M. Boyd Coyner Education
Mable L. Culkin Education and Associate Supervisor of Kindergarten
James M. Grainger English
E.Myrtle Grenels Rural Education
Ellen I. Hardy High School Methods and Supervisor of Eighth Grade
Mary P. Jones Primary Methods and Supervisor of First Grade
Susan Lancaster Library Methods
J. M. Lear History and Social Sciences
Willie London
_ Associate in English
Lila London Mathematics
Amelia McLester Kindergarten Education and Acting Supervisor of Kindergarten
*Grace E. Mix Kindergarten Education and Supervisor of Kindergarten
Christine E. Munoz Music
Mamie L. Newman Associate in Home Economics
Mable M. Noyes Industrial Arts
Bessie C. Randolph Associate in History
Minnie V. Rice • Latin
Lelia C. Richardson Writing
Rachel C. Robinson Methods
Katherine Scott Assistant in English
Estelle Smithey French, Spanish
< G, T. Somers Education
Florence H. Stubbs Rural Education
Carrie B. Talliaferro Associate in Mathematics
W. F. Tidyman Education and Director of Training School
Addie C. Walker Assistant in English
Leola Wheeler Reading
Lula G. Winston Chemistry and Physics
Mary St. Clair Woodruff Biblical History and Y. W. C. A. General Secretary
*On leave of absence.
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Sratntng irlionl
W. F. Tidyman. M.A., PhD Director and Principal
Ellen B. Bouldin Supervisor of Ninth Grade
Ellen I. Hardy Supervisor of Eighth Grade
Mary A. Savedge Supervisor of Seventh Grade
lima von Schilling Supervisor of Sixth Grade
Carolyn McMuUen Supervisor of Fifth Grade
Mary B. Haynes Supervisor of Fourth Grade
Fleeta Cooper Supervisor of Third Grade
Rachel C. Robinson Supervisor of Second Grade
Mary P. Jones Supervisor of First Grade
*Grace E. Mix Supervisor of Kindergarten
Amelia McLester Acting Supervisor of Kindergarten
Thelma Blanton Assistant in First Grade
Mable L. Culkin Assistant Supervisor of Kindergarten
*On leave of absence.
irlinnl (Pflftnala
Mr. B. M. Cox Business Manager
Miss Winnie Hiner
.Clerk to Business Manager
Miss Jennie M. Tabb Secretary, Registrar
Miss Susan Lancaster Librarian
Miss Mary White Cox Head of Home
*Mrs. Mary P. Harris Assistant Head of Home
Miss Susie E. Allen Assistant in Home Department
Mrs. J. D. Walker Assistant in Home Department
Mrs. Emma H. Thomas Night Matron
Mrs. Bessie C. Jamison Housekeeper
Mrs. Alice Peery Assistant Housekeeper
Dr. Susan A. Price Physician
Miss Laura E. Van Ormer Trained Nurse
Miss Mary St. Clair Woodruff Y. W, C. A. Secretary
Mrs. Lillian V. Nunn Supervisor of Laundry
Miss Addie Walker Chaperon of Thackston Cottage
Miss Mary Savedge Chaperon of Duvall Cottage
Miss Carrie B. Talliaferro Chaperon of Stone Cottage
Mrs. J. D. Walker Chaperon of Williamson Cottage
Maud K. Taliaferro Post Mistress
*Died January 5, 1920.
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ETHEL MAY GILDERSLEEVE
Newport News, Virginia
Pi Kappa Omega; Annual Member South
Atlantic "Field Committee Y. W. C. A. '18-
19; President Y. W. C. A. '19-'20; Ex-
Officio Student Committee; Assistant Editor
"Focus" '18-'19; Literary Editor "The Vir
ginian' 18; Cunningham Literary Society
Ruffner Society; S. O. D. A.; Dummy Club
Chairman Promotion Committee '19-'20
Delegate National Student Conference Y,
W. C. A. Evanston 19; President Third
and Fourth Professional Class '18-'20; Ath-
letic Association.
Intellectual, popular, smilling all the day,
This is the President of our Y. W. C. A.
MARY LAGRANDE LANCASTER
Farmville, Virginia
Mu Omega; Argus Literary Society; Presi-
dent Dramatic Club '19-'20; Cotillion Club;
Promotion Committee '19-'20; Social Stand-
ards Committee; S. O. D. A.; Dummy Club;
Assistant Business Manager "The Virginian"
'18; Third Year, Fourth Year First Profes-
sional, Second Professional Basket-ball
Teams ; Church Relations Committee Y. W.
C. A. '19-'20.
What shall we do without Mary next year?
S N. S. surely will miss her.
MARIAN PEAR ROBINSON
Newport News, Virginia
Secretary and Treasurer Third Professional
Class 18-19; Fourth Professional Represen-
tative Campus League; Y. W. C. A.
"Steadfast and True."
Yes, that is Marian coming. I know it
by her laugh. She says she is going to
teach and that sanitation is going to be
her specialty but we rather think it will
be as in olden times with a Slate(r).
Pai/e Sixteei:
SENIORS
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Miss Munoz
Honorary Member of Senior Class
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CARRIE M. AGEE
Farmville, Virginia
Carrie is that town girl who loves to drive
a "Horse" (Bonney) through the (Mult)
Fields. Judging from appearance it seems
that a certain person in Norfolk is forgot-
ten. She is much beloved in the Training
School by the Kindergarten pupils because
of her sweet disposition and lovable char-
acter.
KATHERINE C. ALLEN
Prospect, Virginia
Sigma Sigma Sigma ; Pi Alpha ; Argus
Literar/ Society; D. I. R. K. ; Y. W^. C. A.
Finance Committee '19-'20; Treasurer Nor-
mal League '19-'20; Junior Basket-ball Team;
Athletic Association 18-19; Cotillion Club
Leader '19-'20; Dramatic Club.
"A heart ever true and full of fun,
She laughed and danced fill the day was
done."
Kitty is one of those witty, dancing little
girls whom every one likes. This little
brunette has wen not only our hearts but also
some at nearby Hampden Sidney.
MARTHA VIOLET ANDREWS
Suffolk, Virginia
Y. W. C. A.; Racqueteers; Glee Club;
Orchestra; President Nansemond Club '19-
'20; B. E. A. N. S.
Laughing, witty, and clever, too.
Without her what would we do?
She whiles away the hours with her
merry wit.
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BETTIE SUE BAILEY
Kenbridge, Virginia
Y. W. C. A.; Rural Life Club; Athletic
Association.
Do you want to know a real good sport
at S. N. S.? Let me recommend Bettie
Sue. She's always jolly, good natured and
always full of fun; and when it comes to
baseball she's our star. Send the balls
as you wish, she'll strike them and what's
more, make a "home run' every time.
CHARLOTTE MEADE BAIRD
Norfolk, Virginia
Gamma Theta; Mu Omega; D. I. R. K.
;
Owls; Dramatic Club; Glee Club; Cotillion
Club; Norfolk Club; Racqueteers ; Athen-
ian Literary Society ; Y. W. C. A. ; Athletic
Association; I. K. U. ; Secretary and Treas-
urer Dramatic Club; Critic Athenian Literary
Society; Treasurer Norfolk Club; (K).
"My heart is ever gay.'^
Charlotte is a girl whom one is proud to
know—loyal, true, frank and democratic,
always seeing the bright side of life.
INEZ EUGENIA BAILEY
Wakefield, Virginia
Pierian Literary Societi ; Y. W. C. A.;
Bible Study Committee '19-'20; Athletic As-
sociation; Ruffner Debating Society.
Oh dear! whom can I get to help me
with this sewing? Or to help cook this
candy and make this cake? Or to explain
my arithmetic? Or to do any of the many
things which one is always wanting done?
"Inez'' is the answer to all the questions.
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ALTA FOSTER BARNES
Amelia, Virginia
Pierian Literary Society; Glee Club Vice-
President; Y. W. C. A.; Chairman Music
Committee '19-'20; Secretary Student As-
sociation '19-'20.
A, is for Aha—a good pal of mine,
L is for lovable—she is all the time,
T is for teaching—one of her joys,
A is for alphabet— she'll teach little boys.
MARY HAMILL BELL
Roanoke, Virginia
Athletic Association; Glee Club; Music
Committee Y. W. C. A.; Cunningham Liter-
ary Society; Basket-ball Team '19-'20; Roa-
noke County Club; "Racqueteers ;" Mando-
lin and Guitar Club.
"She is a gift that is rare,
Her wit is keen—beware."
As smart as a tack and a good little bluff.
CLAIR ELIZABETH BLAIR
Chatham, Virginia
Rural Club; Corresponding Secretary Jef-
ferson Debating Society; Y. W^. C. A.; Ath-
letic Association; Chatham Club.
Here's the girl you want. Clair is a true
friend to all who know her. Doesn't her
name rhyme nicely? But we fear it will
not remain that way long since we've seen
some of her letters addressed "Miss Bobby.'
Piiffe Tvjenty-one
MARY JEANNETTE BLAND
West Point, Virginia
Y, W. C. A.; Athletic Association; Rural
Life Club; Hiking Club; Treasurer Glou-
cester-Mathews Club.
Who comes there? Why to be sure it is
Nette. She is always known by her sunny
face and cheerful disposition. She says
she is preparing to be a teacher, but we
think it will be a school of one pupil. She
doesn't want any more than one for fear
she will turn "Gray' too soon. A charac-
teristic of Nette is:
"Never do to-day what you can put off
until tomorrow.''
BEATRICE BLANKINSHIP
Brookneal, Virginia
Y. W. C. A.; Rural Club; Athletic Asso-
ciation; Sub-Committee Rural Department Y.
W. C. A. '19- '20.
"Fat people are good natured.'
That's "Bee, " quiet and composed, never
raising her voice, except in song, and al-
ways willing to help others if they will tell
her where her lessons are each day. It
yet remains to be seen whether "Bee'' will
remain a true Virginian or become a Tar
Heel.
DEWEY ELSIE BRADLEY
Ringgold, Virginia
Sub-Chairman Y. W. C. A. Rural Life De-
partment '19-'20; Rural Club.
"She is always the same."
Dewey is a girl who makes a hit every
where she goes. She, imlike the rest of
us, is very fond of the writings of "Ben-
nett," and often expresses her desire for
new volumes through the daily mail.
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BLANCHE EUGENIA BREWER
Mathews, Virginia
Argus Literary Society; Y. W. C. A.; Stu-
dent Committee '19-'20; Mathews Gloucester
Club; "Racqueteers ;" Athletic Association.
Blanche says teaching is not her line.
But I think one pupil would suit her fine.
Because she's so neat.
So daintv and sweet.
IRENE BRIDGES
Leesburg, Virginia
Glee Club; Vice-President Athenian Liter-
ary Society '19
Always happy because she's always singing.
And unto our hearts much joy bringing,
They love her at the Training School too.
For without her would would the Sei'enth
Grade do?
LOUISE NEMTTON BRIGHTWELL
Prospect, Virginia
Subject and Leader's Committee Y W.
C. A. '19-20; Pi Alpha Club; Rural Club;
Athletic Association.
"Perseverance and honesty are her keynotes."
Louise is one of our neat, quiet, modest,
refined seniors. In all her work she fol-
lows strictly the high standards of fairness
and honesty. She is our Latin shark and
overcomes daily by her perseverance the
almost insurmountable difficulties of the
Training School. We predict great things
for her in the future.
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CAROLYN BURGESS
Reva, Virginia
Pi Kappa Omega; Secretary Athenian Lit-
erary Society '19-'20; Editor-in-Chief "The
Virginian' '20; Glee Club; Entertainment
Committee Y. W. C. A. 19-'20; Secretary
Senior Class ; Ellen Richards Club ; Ath-
letic Association; Racqueteers; Vice-Presi-
dent Rural Club 19-'20.
Can fun and Carolyn be parted?
We have yet to see the day!
You like her cause she's merry-hearted,
Love her for her winnin' way.
BLANCHE CATHERINE BURKS
Max Meadows, Virginia
Mu Omega; Delta; Dramatic Club; Cotil-
lion Club; Y. W. C. A.; I. K. U.; Athenian
Literary Society.
"Hers is the brightest of sweet faces,
Bringing sunshine to all sad places."
Not only has "Billie's" cheerful personality
impressed us but memories of her enthu-
siasm and unselfishness will remain with
us long after her departure.
GLADYS CAMPER
Orange, Virginia
Hiking Club; Athletic Association; Rural
Life Club; Ellen Richards Club; Chairman
Morning Watch Committee Y. W. C. A.
'19-'20.
"Thought is deeper than all speech."
She has learned all that this has to teach,
and yet when she speaks, then come forth
words of wisdom.
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MARY LOUISE CANADA
Chatham, Virginia
Mu Omega; Glee Club; Cotillion Ciuh
;
I. K. U.; Y. W. C. A.; B. E. A. N. S. ; Cen-
sor Athenian Literary Society '19-'20; Athle-
tic Association.
"Ye could na blame the lads for following
aye,
Because of the merry come hither in her
eye.''
Louise is one of our class beauties and
we have no fear of her being a flower
"born to blush unseen." We only hope that
she will be as successful in training "Monk-
ies" as she has been in teaching the chil-
dren in the Training School.
EMMA MARIE CARMEAN
Savedge, Virginia
Y. W. C. A. Membership Committee IT-'IS;
Chairm.an of Room Committee 18-19; Chair-
man of Bible Study Committee '19-'20; Ath-
letic Association.
"Of all the grades in the Training School.
She thinks the third is best,
And as for her supervisor.
She beats all the rest."
RUTH E. CARTER
Houston, Virginia
Halifax Club; Rural Club; Y. V\^. C. A.;
Athletic Association.
"Known by few but prized as far as known."
A girl of determined character, broad-
minded, jovial and good natured. Despite
the fact that she is small there is no end
to her sympathetic nature and a truer friend
will never be found. Well has she im-
pressed upon her little circle of ten that
there is one thing more important than
talking—that's eating.
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VIRGINIA LEE CARTER
Houston, Virginia
Ellen Richards Club; Halifax Club; Ath-
letic Association ; Y. W. C. A.
Virginia is a true friend, serious and de-
termined and a fine one to impart inspira-
tion to all loafers by means of her energetic
nature. We predict for her a bright future,
especially along the line of home economics
but she may demonstrate this ability to a
class of one enrollment, "Fred."
STELLA HARVEY CHANEY
Sutherlin, Virginia
Jefferson Debating Society; Athletic As-
sociation; Finance and Missionary Giving
Committee Y. W. C. A. '19- '20; Secretary
Halifax Club '19-'20.
Stella Harvey is a grand little talker with
those large saucy brown eyes—they almost
seem to talk for her. She is very fond of
sleeping and how she gets to breakfast on
time is a mystery. I wonder why she likes
the "Palm-er" fans, not only during sum-
mer, but the whole year around
EMILY LEIGH CLARK
Farmville, Virginia
Delta Sigma Chi Sorority; Treasurer of
Argus Literary Society '19; Vice-President
Cotillion Club '19-'20; Glee Club; Y. W.
C. A. Ways and Means Committee '19-'20;
Promotion Committee ; D. I. R. K.
If you want to find a true friend look
for Emily. She has a smile for every one
and is very sincere. Altho' she seems quiet
and demure, she is far from it, for when
a joke is to be played she is the ring leader.
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CYRILLA COCKS
Prospect, Virginia
Y. W. C. A. ; Cunningham Literary So-
ciety ; Rural Club; Athletic Association.
"Blest with temper whose unclouded ray,
Can make tomorrow as cheerful as today."
Here is a girl loved by all who know her.
She is modest, quiet and refined, with an
unfailing good nature and a sweet disposi-
tion. She is always ready to do a kind
deed for her friends.
EVA COFFMAN
Farmville, Virginia
We fear this little girl is a flirt.
For in all of the arts she is quite expert.
Teaching we think will not interest her long,
May her future life be one happy song!
MARY VERLINER CRAWLEY
Madisonville, Virginia
Sub-Chairman Y. W. C. A. Country Life
Department '19-'20; Athletic Association;
Jefferson Debating Society; Secretary and
Treasurer Charlotte Club; Rural Club.
"Gladly would she learn and glady teach."
Capable and dependable are the words
that best describe Verliner, although she
is so modest that she always begins her
intellectual replies with that humble little
phrase, "It seems to me."
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SARAH FRANCES CURRIE
Merry Point, Virginia
To see her one would think her shy, but
she makes no secret of the fact that she
is interested in "Yale."'
NANNIE JANE COLEMAN
Lexington, Virginia
Argus Literary Society ; Athletic Associa-
tion; Y, W. C. A, Social Committee 70;
Hiking Club.
Smiling, good natured, irrepressible Nan.
We re sure some day she'll get her man.
For her eyes are so merry,
Her voice is so cheery.
Talkative, good natured Nan.
MARGARET ESTHER DICKERSON
Drakes Branch, Virginia
Athletic Association; Y. W. C. A.; Glee
Club; I K. U. ; Charlotte Club.
"Just a maiden with soft and silky hair
With sweet, old-fashioned, girlish ways
And a heart full of yearning
And a mind full of learning,"
Here is a maiden, who in her dusky
beauty is indeed fair to look upon. Esther
is very dignified until she begins to giggle
and then "Oh dignity where art thou''?
Wherever we chance to meet her she
always greets us with a cheery smile and
has a good word for all.
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MILDRED WATKINS DICKINSON
Hampden-Sidney, Virginia
Pi Kappa Omega; Gamma Theta; Owls;
D. I. R. K. ; Pan-Hellenic Representative;
Dramatic Club; Cotillion Club; Athenian Lit-
erary Society; Blue Ridge Club; Y. W. C. A.;
Athletic Association; Racqueteers ; Sec-
retary and Treasurer Student Government
'17; Treasurer Athenian Literary Society '17-
'18; Reporter Athenian Literary Society '18-
'19; President Athenian Literary Society 19-
'20; Assistant Literary Editor Focus '19-'20;
Chairman Social Committee Y. W. C. A.
'19-'20.
"For good or ill. 'Mildee' is today what she
was vesterday and will remain tomorrow."
ELEANOR M. EDMONDSON
Bristol, Virginia
Sigma Sigma Sigma Sorority; Cunning-
ham Literary Society; Glee Club; Cotillion
Club; Pan-Hellenic Representatie ; Orches-
tra; Y. W. C. A.; Athletic Association.
"When thou art nigh, it seems a new
creation round.'
Eleanor is a girl the true worth, beauty,
and strength of whose character reaches
out into the lives of all who see and know
her. In her we find the qualities that make
womanhood a thing to be adored.
JANETTE WILSON EDMUNDS
Chase City, Virginia
Glee Club ; Guitar and Mandolin Club
;
Music Committee Y. W. C. A.; Mecklen-
burg Club.
"Though I am young, I sco-n to flit.
On the wings of borrowed wit."
What would our Senior Class have done
without this embodiment of wit and origin-
ality? And musical—"That's her all over "
She can play any instrument that happens
along. Greater than these other talents is
Janette's ability to write really beautiful
poetry.
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PATTIE WRIGHT EMORY
Chase City, Virginia
Cunningham Literary Society; Ellen Rich-
ards Club; Member Senior Committee '19-
'20; President Mecklenburg Club; Assistant
Buiness Manager "The Virginian" '20; Y.
W. C. A.
"So sweet a face, such angel grace
In all the land had never been."
Dependable, sweet and a dignified air,
With a face as merry as if without a care.
EDITH DORSET ESTEP
Berryville, Virginia
Assistant Editor-in-Chief of "Virginian"
'19-'20; News Editor Focus '19-20; Record-
ing Secretary Ruffner Debating Society '19-
'20; Glee Club; Argus Literary Society;
Rural Club; Ellen Richards Club; Y. W.
C. A. Social Committee '19-'20; Athletic
Association; Lieutenant Hiking Club; Stu-
dent Standards Committee '19-'20; Racque-
teers.
Edith's originality and ability are astound-
ing. She can write poetry too!
MARY DOUGLAS FINCH
Chase City, Virginia
Treasurer of Cunningham Literary So-
ciety '19; Y. W. C. A. World Fellowship
Chairman 18-19; Athletic Association; Y.
W. C. A. Executive Board ex officio; Meck-
lenburg Club; President Student Associa-
tion '19-'20; Student Mission Band.
Our Student Government President is a
modest lass,
The most dignified member of our Senior
Class,
With a manner so winning and a smile so
sweet,
The 'you go far a lovelier maid you won t
meet.
Her poise and since'ity will bring her suc-
cess.
And we're swe some hearth-stone her pres-
ence will bless.
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ELIZABETH VENABLE FORBES
Andersonville, Virginia
Y. W. C. A.; Jefferson Debating Society;
Vice-President Argus '19-'20.
Here is Liz, Lizzie, Beth, Bettie, anything
you choose to call her—she answers to any
of them.
Missing "chapel" is her worst grievance
but she makes up for this by her regular
visits to the laundry.
JULIET LICHFORD FORD
Lynchburg, Virginia
Mu Omega; Glee Club; Cotillion Club;
Athenian Literary Society; B. E. A. N. S.
Lynchburg Club; I. K. U. ; Y. W. C. A.;
Athletic Association.
"The way to gain a friend is to be one."
Perhaps this is the reason for Juliet's
having made so many true and lasting
friendships at school and elsewhere—V. P.
I. and Hampden-Sidney for example. No
wonder! for she is a good student, a true
sport, and in short, an all-round girl.
RUTH ELFRETH FRIEND
Drakes Branch, Virginia
Athletic Association; Y. W. C, A.; I. K.
U. ; Glee Club; Charlotte Club.
"A beautiful and happy girl.
With steps as light as summer air,
Eyes glad with smiles and brow of pearl.
And hair that's shadowed by many a care-
less curl."
Elfreth's face is as the sunshine and her
laugh would cause the saddest to forget
their sorrows.
Ptii/e Thirty-one
FRANCES ANDERSON GANNAWAY
Guinea Mills, Virginia
Pi Kappa Omega; Cunningham Literary
Society; Vice-President Cunningham Literary
Society '19-'20; Secretary Ellen Richards
Club '19-'20; "Racqueteers ;" Sub-Chairman
Publicity Department Y. W^. C. A. '19-'20.
It is difficult to think of enough nice
words to describe Frances. Brains—that's
Frances but her favorite exclamation is, "I
don't know a thing!" She is a true friend
and—well, we can't put anymore on this
page but you should just know her.
LOUISE MOORE GIBSON
Bathe, Virginia
Fourth Year Basket-Bail Team; Y. W. C.
A.; Athletic Association; Jefferson Debating
Society; Reporter Argus Literary Society
'19-'20; "Racqueteers.'
And so it happened that in the year of
our Lord, nineteen hundred and seventeen
there came to S. N. S. one Louise Moore
Gibson. She brought with her, her motto,
"One little hour of joy to me—is worth a
dull eternity."
KATHERINE LORENA GIDDENS
Norfolk, Virginia
Secretary Student Government '16; Critic
Pierian Literary Society 16; Adkiya Camp
Fire Group '16; Ruffner Debating Society;
Racqueteers; Hiking Club; Norfolk Club;
Y. W. C. A.; Athletic Association.
K-K-Katy is a literary lady,
She came to us late
But she's none the less "swate."
We all admire "Katy'' for her ability as
a good student. Her calm disposition and
gentle manner impress all who know her.
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KATHLEEN LUKE GILLIAM
Andersonville, Virginia
Athenian Literary Society; Jefferson De-
bating Society; Assistant Exchange Editor
Focus; Sub-Chairman Bulletin Board Com-
mittee Y. W. C. A. 19-'20.
Behold our independent Kitty who hav-
ing been at S. N. S. for five years still
boasts the fact that she has never had a
case! Perhaps this accounts for the fact
that sue has time to write those good Focus
stories.
ELLA LOUISE GRAY
Signpine, Virginia
Glee Club; "Racqueteers ;" Secretary Glou-
cester-Mathews Club; Vice-President Ath-
letic Association '20; Manager Senior Bas-
ket-ball Team '20; Secretary and Treasurer
of Rural Club '19-'20; Y.
-W". C. A. Com-
mittee ; Pierian Literary Society ; Hiking
Club; Base-ball Team '19-'20.
Ella is one of the best all-round girls at
S. N. S. It is difficult to decide whether
her calling is to be a lawyer or a noted
base-ball pitcher.
BETTY GREEN
Charlotte, North Carolina
Secretary Farmville Branch, I, K. U, '19-
'20; Athletic Association; Ellen Richards
Club; Orchestra.
"Always happy, always gay, she trips along
life's rugged way."
Betty is one of that immortal band of
pioneers who hold as their sacred slogan,
"We are Tar Heels Forever.' Betty is
just as jolly, cheerful, talkative as any girl
in our class when she can drown the
thoughts of the Training School.
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HELEN HAILEY
Keysville, Virginia
Y. W. C. A.; Jefferson Debating Society;
Athletic Association ; Charlotte Club.
"// I'm your friend there's nothing too much
for me to do."
Helen hails from V. I. C. and has had
the thrilling experience of being a new girl
and a senior at the same time. All who
know Helen admire her lovable disposition
and generous nature.
KATHERINE HARGRAVE
Dinwiddle, Virginia
W. A. N. K. ; President "Racquctcers ;''
Athletic Association; Rural Club; Y. W. C. A.
"Our Twins.
'
"Boo'' and "Peeka' are the best friends
a girl can have—always ready for fun and
a good time, yet sincere. It would exhaust
Mr. Webster's latest dictionary to describe
these sunny, lively girls. Be it sufficient to
say they are good-natured and jolly; pleas-
ant to be with, and good to gaze upon, for
"Those who bring sunshine into the lives
of others, cannot keep it from themselves."
MUSA HARGRAVE
Dinwiddic, Virginia
W. A. N. K. ; Secretary and Treasurer
Athletic Association '19-'20; Junior Basket-
ball Team; Senior Basket-ball Tecim; Rac-
queteers; Rural Club; Y. W. C. A.
"The Other Twin"—same as above.
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HELEN MARIE HAYES
Whaleyville, Virginia
Vice-President Pierian Literary Society,
'19-'20; Treasurer Glee Club '19-'20; Nanse-
mond Club; Y, W. C. A.
Helen is one of the sweetest and most
lovable girls in our Class and has a charm
ail her own, which endears her to all with
whom she comes in contact. She is always
in fcr a good time. We often see her going
down to the bakery but you know she is
very fond of "Buns."
BARKLEY HANCOCK
Scotfsville, Virginia
Y. W. C. A.
As quiet as a mouse is Barkley
Yet gay and smiling alway,
Slow, yet sure—she'll get there yet.
For she is determined vou can bet.
HELEN MARIE HOBSON
Dendron, Virginia
Athletic Association; World Fellowship
Committee Y. W. C. A.
If you want a good friend choose Helen.
If you want a good sport choose Helen.
She is one of the generous, sympathetic
and good-natured kind. No matter how
dark your clouds may be, Helen with her
merry smile and sunny disposition is sure
to bring a ray of happiness.
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HARRIET SUSAN HUDSON
Rocky Mount, Virginia
Athletic Association; Y. W. C. A.
Harriet has made a brilliant success at
drawing Then too, she is gifted with a
melodious voice which she exercises as she
wanders up and down the halls. Have you
noticed the love symptoms, the dreamy eyes
and the occasional sighs? When consider-
ing these, together with the "Dailies" and
"Specials" which she receives, we can hard-
ly imagine Harriett teaching school for any
length of time.
KATE HUDSON
Rocky Mount, Virginia
Y. W. C. A.; Athletic Association; Jeffer-
son Debating Society; Hiking Club.
All who know Kate know that she is true
to her friends and can always be depended
upon. Kate is never in a rush but in the
end accomplishes her object just the same.
Judging from her sweet and gentle ways,
we do not predict for her a long career
as a "school marm.''
JULIA PARKER HUNDLEY
Rocky Mount, Virginia
Glee Club; Y. W. C. A.; Athletic Asso-
ciation.
Julia is one of those independent girls
who can't easily "be bothered." She is
modest as well, for she came to S. N. S.
in '18, but would not try out for the Glee
Club untU this year, needless to say, she
made it. Julia's friends can truthfully
say she has proved her friendship on all
occasions. When it comes to the Green-
wood(s) friend(s)—time must tell!
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JANET HEDGEPETH
Sedley, Virginia
Glee Club; Y. W. C. A.; Ruffncr Debat-
ing Society; Ellen Richards Club; "Racque-
teers ;" Athletic Association.
"She hath an inquiring mind.
No sooner does she a question find
Than she asks it."
MYRTIE ODELL JENKINS
Carrsville, Virginia
Athletic Association; Nansemond Club;
Bible Study Committee Y. W. C. A. '19-'20.
"Myrf is a true-blue friend to those who
know her. She doesn't have one friend
today and another tomorrow, but she is
true to the old ones.
NOVELLA OLIVE FREDERICK JOHNSON
Windsor, Virginia
Glee Club; Pierian Literary Society; Rural
Club; Nansemond Club; Morning Watch
Committee Y, W. C. A, 'IS-'ig; Athletic
Association.
She takes life easy and is always ready
for a good time. Yet she's the person to
call on when you are in trouble. She's a
true-blue friend through and through.
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MARY KATHERINE JONES
Boyce, Virginia
Treasurer Ellen Richards Club; Y.
C. A.; Athletic Association; Rural Club.
"Never care, never fret,
I will surely get there yet."
This is Katherine. She is full of life
and fun and is the essence of good nature.
SUE DUVAL JONES
Lynchburg, Virginia
Delta Sigma Chi Sorority; Pi Alpha; D. I.
R. K. ; Secretary Athenian Literary Society
Fall 18; Junior Vice-President; Student
Government '18-19; Senior Vice-President
Students Government '19-'20; Lynchburg
Club; Spree Club; Y. W. C. A. Committee;
S. B's; President Farmville Branch I. K. U.
Fall '19.
"Just an adorable piece of humanity"
This is always true of Sue. Mention
Civil Engineering and watch that winsome
smile come over her face.
VARA C. JONES
Tazewell, Virginia
Secretary Pi Alpha Club 19; Censor Cun-
ningham Literary Society '19; Treasurer
Senior Class; Welfare Committee Y. W.
C. A. 19-'20; Athletic Association; Rural
Club.
"To see her is to love her and love bat her
forever, for Nature made her what she is,
and nei'er made another."
Valuable things come in small packages
—
that's Vara. To have her for a friend is to
be in luck for a "friend in need is a
friend indeed.' Unselfish! well, I'll say she
is! Pretty, winsome, and sympathetic is this
little senior who has won the hearts of
many as well as one.
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ESTHER KERNODLE
Hampden Sidney, Virginia
One look at this lady calls for a second,
as her picture shows, but be careful for
in her frankness she will tell you exactly
what she thinks. There's no emergency
which she cannot face—there's always a way
out and Esther finds it. She's always ready
for a joke and you may listen for that
characteristic, hearty giggle.
KATHERINE HAMILTON KREBS
Roanoke. 'Virginia
Captain Junior Basket-ball 18-'19; Social
Service Committee Y. W. C. A. '18-19;
Sigma Sigma Sigma; Mu Omega; Ellen
Richards Club; D. I. R. K. ; Cunning Literary
Society; Athletic Association; Roanoke Clu'o
;
Senior Basket-ball Team; Cotillion Club;
"She speaketh her mind."
Here's one of our athletic stars. Just
watch her on the basket-ball field if you
doubt it. She is a strong advocate of cor-
rect posture too.
Sincere and frank, Katherine does not
hesitate to tell you her opinion on a sub-
ject. She will never blindly follow the
leadership of others, but will always forge
ahead to make new paths of her own.
ANNIE LAMBERTH
New Upton. Virginia
Y. W. C. A.; Athletic Association; Rural
Club; Lieutenant Hiking Club; Vice-Presi-
dent Gloucester-Mathews Club.
"Nancy'' is one of our Gloucester girls
and has reifiected much credit upon her
county. Some day she wil rank among the
lawyers of the state, judging from her fond-
ness for Civics and her ability to settle
disputes.
" When she will, .she will
And you can depend on it.
When she won't she won't
And that's the end of it."
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VIVIAN GRAY LANE
South Norfolk, Virginia
Pi Kappa Omega; Treasurer Cunningham
Literary Society '19-'20; Glee Club; Reporter
Norfolk Club; Y. W. C. A.
"She looks as clean as morning roses newly
washed with dew.'
If you see a pink and blue flower-like
creation come tripping down the hall with
a winsome smile you may know that it is
"Vivie" going to "Jim" (Gym). Although
she has trouble keeping up with her books
and pins she never loses her intellectuality
of which she has plenty.
EDNA MARIE LANTZ
Salem, Virginia
Subject and Leader's Committee Y. W.
C. A. 19- '20; Pierian Literary Society; Treas-
urer Jefferson Debating Society '19-'20;
"Racqueteers ;" Ellen Richards Club; Roa-
noke Club ; Athletic Association.
Whenever you want anything done and
everyone else is too busy, ^o to Edna. She
is always ready to lend a hand. Depend-
able, energetic, and school spirited are the
words that best describe Edna. She is
domestic too, just ask Miss Walker.
AGNES REDGRAVE LASH
Portsmouth, Virginia
Argus Literary Society ; Chairman Visita-
tion Committee Y. W. C. A. '18-'19; Devo-
tional Committee Y. W. C. A. '19-'20; Ports-
mouth Club; Athletic Association; Hiking
Club.
Agnes is our human question mark. Her
propensity for news is equal to that of a
newspaper reporter. "What's the news," is
her favorite greeting. She is especially fond
of practical jokes with a romantic tendency
which is very "beneficial" to her friends.
In spite of Agnes' inclinations to make
wagers it is still to be determined whether
she will be "Rich" as a result.
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ODELL MAY LAVINDER
Roanoke, Virginia
Cunningham Literary Society; Membership
Committee Y. W. C. A.; Athletic Associa-
tion; Vice-President Senior Class; Senior
Committee; Business Manager "The Virgin-
ian"; Racqueteers ; Roanoke Club.
Odell Lavinder did you say?
Why she's the girl that seasons things
around S. N. S. with "pep." If the Senior
Class wants a thing done, they just start
Odell on it, and it goes through with a
flourish! If you want proof of that, just
look at our Annual and see what a good
job she made of it!!!
A good worker, a good pal, and a good
sport is Odell.
ELIZABETH FULTON LEECH
Murat. Virginia
Ellen Richard's Club; Country Life Club;
Hiking Club; Athletic Association; Y. "W.
C. A.
"Her voice was ever soft, gentle and low—
an excellent thing in woman."
On short acquaintance you may think
"Lib"' of a very unapproachable nature,
but seek to know her inner self and you
will find a heart trust- worthy, friendly and
true.
She is very fond of nature study and her
favorite flower is "Sweet William."
ANNE ELIZABETH LEWIS
Lynchburg, Virginia
Delta Sigma Chi Sorority; Pi Alpha; D.
I. R. K. ; Owls; Argus Literary Society;
S. O. C; Glee Club; Cotillion Club Leader
'18-'20; F. A. N. G. S. ; Benedictine; Presi-
dent Fourth Year Class '17; President Junior
Class '18; Student Standards Committee;
Membership Committee Y. W. C. A.; Stu-
dent Government Representative 19; Lynch-
burg Club; (K).
"The secret of being lovely is being un-
selfish.'
When you need a friend go to Liz. All
those bright smiles came through making
others happy. When she leaves this school
for the unknown future, we are sure she
will add many to her host of friends.
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MARY BERNARD LEWIS
Farmville, Virginia
Delta Sigma Chi Sorority; D. I. R. K.
;
Owls; Argus Literary Society; Cotillion Club;
Athletic Association; Y, W. C. A.
"Trouble weighs hut lightly on her shoulders."
The old motto, "Never trouble trouble till
trouble troubles you' fits her to a "T."
Mary Lewis worried? Never!!! She meets
her problems squarely in the face and gen-
erally comes out "on the topside." Should
she fail she simply says, "It's no use cry-
ing over spilt milk!" Confident that you
will always meet life's problems this way,
best luck to you, "ole" Mary Lewis!
LANGHORNE DABNEY LEWIS
Lynchburg, Virginia
Gamma Theta ; Pi Alpha; W. A. N. K.
Dramatic Club; Cotillion Club; Junior Bas-
ket-ball Team; Senior Basket-ball Team;
Athenian Literary Society; I. K. U. ; Ath-
letic Association; Y. W. C. A. (K).
"True hearted, whole hearted
Faithful and loyal."
There is not another like her. A mixture
of fun, humor, and common sense ! In fact,
she is a most delightful companion and
sincere friend. Langhorne is the kind of
girl you can depend on, the kind that does
her work with a smile and good will.
WINNIE GLADYS LEWIS
Grotens, Virginia
Pierian Literary Society; Finance Com-
mittee Y. W. C. A. '19-'20; Ellen Richards
Club; Rural Club; Eastern Shore Club;
Athletic Association; Ruffner Debating So-
ciety.
"Mabel, please come study English with
me, I don't know 'a blooming thing' about
this lesson!" Tiiese are Winnie's favorite
exclamations.
If you want somebody to laugh and eat
ice cream with you, just call on Winnie
when she isn't busy.
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MARY LINDSEY
Farmville, Virginia
Glee Club; Property Man Dramatic Club;
Reporter Argus Literary Society 18-19; Sec-
ond Vice-President Argus Literary Society
•19-20.
This is the Dramatic Club "hero'' who,
although she spends much time practicing,
can still pull her A's. It also seems that
she is very partial to a certain "Friend.''
MARGIE BEATRICE LQ-WIE
Whaleyville, Virginia
Y. W. C. A.; Athletic Association; Nanse-
mond Club.
If you want to laugh and be merry just
look for Margie. She's a fine old sport
and can drive away the very worst kind of
blues. But where can we find her? In the
country? Why no, for Margie is more fond
of "Urban" than rural life.
FRANCES LYNN
Lynchburg, Virginia
Sigma Sigma Sigma Sorority ; Mu Omega
;
D. I. R K^; Cotillion Club; Athenian Liter-
ary Society; I. K. U. ; Lynchburg Club; Y.
"W. C. A.
Who has said "The world loves a merry
heart?'' Indeed we find a combination of
merriness, happiness, and winning nature
in Lynn. Best of all she reflects this hap-
piness on others too! When Lynn is your
friend once she is forever. Nor do we find
her lacking in steadfastness, loyalty, and
truth in her school work. With the fore-
going combination could we ever doubt that
success in life awaits Lynn?
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ALDONA McCALMONT
Farmville, Virginia
Ellen Richards Club.
Aldona's life is earnest work, not play.
When she undertakes a thing she reaches
the goal in spite of any difficulties. Aldona
is one of our standbys ; she is never fright-
ened by any assignment and always keeps
a cool head no matter what happens. She
is one of the brightest members of the
class and a good all around girl. May
she be as successful in her future work as
she has been in the past.
ELEANOR VIRGINIA McCORMICK
Roanoke, Virginia
Y. W^. C. A.; Athletic Association; Roa-
noke Club.
Tall and slim and the biggest bluff,
But to say just this isn't auite enough.
She'll tell you it's enough mighty quick
If you simply mention one word—"Dick."
RUBY PAULETTE McGINLEY
Pulaski, Virginia
Music Committee Y. W. C. A. '18-'19;
Athletic Association; Glee Club; Argus Lit-
erary Society; Basket-ball Team '18-'19;
Secretary and Treasurer Pulaski County
Club.
A stately maiden she, and ever strong,
Making the world happy with her song.
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JULIA MAHOOD
Lynchburg, Virginia
Vice-President Farmville Branch L K. U.
'18-'20; Recorder of Units '19-'20; Vice-
President Argus Literary Society 18-19; As-
sistant Art Editor "The Virginian" '20; Man-
ager Junior Basket-ball Team; Senior Base-
ball Team '19-'20; Junior Base-ball Team;
Senior Base-ball Team; W. A. N. K.; Dra-
matic Club; Athletic Association; Poster
Committee Y. W. C. A.; Student Mission
Band.
"A dark haired maid from the hills is she.
Athletics, art. and readings are her talents
three."
On the basket-ball field Julia believes
in making goals. Remember those victories
of '18-'19; Draw indeed! What would the
poster committee be without her? Then,
remember the time she recited something
about "Bill Theys?'' Julia is just one of
the best all-around girls in school. A more
sincere friend could never be found nor
one more kind and generous. If you don't
know our Julia you have yet to meet a jewel.
MARY MEADE MASON
Lynchburg, Virginia
Delta Sigma Chi; Pi Alpha; Argus Liter-
ary Society; Cotillion Club; Racqueteers;
Y. W. C. A. ; Athletic Association.
"Never hasting, always resting.
Glad in peace and calm in strife."
Mary is very quiet and reserved but once
you get below the surface, you find a heart
of pure gold.
ANNE SHELTON MEREDITH
Gouldin, Virginia
Cunningham Literary Society; Rufi^ner De-
bating Society; Athletic Association; Rural
Club; Ellen Richards Club; Racqueteers;
Y. W. C. A.
"With look demure as any saint,
And not a sign of rouge or paint."
This is the quiet, unselfish, innocent, blush-
ing little Anne who has plenty of grit to
stand for the right. With her affectionate
disposition she has made many friends. Al-
though she is a good student and a splen-
did teacher she never fails to exclaim as
she leaves for the Training School, "I just
know Dr. Tidyman will observe me today!"
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INDA LUCILE MILLER
Forest, Virginia
Censor Athenian Literary Society '17-'18;
Ellen Richards Club; Y. W. C. A. Chair-
man Church Relations Committee '19-'20;
Captain Third Year Base-ball Team 16-17;
Assistant News Editor Focus '19-'20.
"Sweet and domestic and witty too,
A combination given to few."
We wonder why Inda insists upon the
exclusive use of Goodyear Tires! Could
it be because they have been O. K.(ed)
by a certain "Inspector"?
KATHLEEN MOORE
Prospect, Virginia
Cunningham Literary Society; Finance
Committee Y. W, C. A. '19-'20; Rural Club;
Sergeant-at-Arms Jefferson Debating Society
'18-'19; Athletic Association; Racqueteers.
"// you wish to please her—then start an
argument."
She loves to argue and always gets the
"other side'' of a question, just for the
sport. However, she is generally loved by
all who know her,
"Who can I get to arrange my hair? ' The
reply comes at once.
"Why Kathleen, of course. She is a real
genius at that.'
If you are in search of a girl to depend
on then send for her. She'll come gladly
and never grumble.
MARIE MOORE
Chase City, Virginia
Glee Club; I. K. U. ; Mecklenburg Club.
"Though she's not much for size.
She's learned and wis^."
"Recie" declares she would never take any
course but the Kindergarten Course, and I
dare say we wouldn't either if we were
such kindergarten teachers as she. Though
she says she is going to teach years and
years, we are sure the state will not count
her among its old maid school teachers.
Next to lesson plans, letter writing is her
favorite occupation.
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VARSENIC MOOSHY
Tabriz, Persia
Chairman Poster Committee Y. W. C. A.
'19-'20; Campus League; Art Editor of "The
Virginian" '20 ; Cunningham Literary Society;
I. K. U.
A Persian maid from over the sea,
Sweet and talented as she can be
We all love her and wish her success.
As for her future, we can pretty well guess
That she'll be an artist of great renown
Wearing with modesty her laurel crown.
MILDRED MORRIS
Norfolk, Virginia
Mu Omega; D. I. R. K. ; Cotillion Club;
Athenian Literary Society; Athletic Associa-
tion; Racqueteers; Basket-ball Team; Nor-
folk Club; Y. W. C. A.; President of Nor-
folk Club '19-'20,
"Mickey"
"Devoted, anxious, generous, void of guile,
And with the whole heart's welcome in her
smile."
Mildred is one of those conscientious
people who can be depended upon to do
her best. Truly her charm does not lie
in her bright face alone for she has won
many admirers by her pleasing personality
and her thoughtfulness. Vivacious, attrac-
tive, and sincere—she possesses those quali-
ties which make her a source of great
pleasure to her friends.
MILDRED DEWEY MOSES
Cambria, Virginia
Glee Club; Y. W. C. A.
"For if she will, she will
You may depend on it;
But if she won't, she won't
And that's the end on it."
Mildred is very wise and determined in
all her undertakings and seemingly quiet,
but those who know her best can say some-
thing to the contrary. Her frankness is
astounding when it comes to her opinion
of that "dreaded Training School.'' She
has chosen the teaching profession, but from
present indications a "Dodge ' will be the
means of her escape. Whatever the future
holds for her, we wish her well!
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MARY MUSE
Vinton, Virginia
Pierian Literary Society; Y. W. C. A.;
Roanoke Club.
"Happy am I, from care I am free!
Why aren't they all content like me?"
Mary Muse is one of the sweetest, most
demure maidens you can imagine. She has
a bright, cheery smile for everyone. Her
lovable manners and amiable disposition
have ever held our love and friendship.
BESSIE LOUISE MUSTOE
Hot Springs, Virginia
Bulletin Board Committee Y. W^. C. A.;
Athletic Association; Hiking Club; "Racque-
tecrs.''
Her cheeks are rosy as with the dawn.
Painted by the fairies and not "put on".
Her manners are courteous, her touch ar-
tistic;
.Always happy, never pessimistic.
FLORENCE VAUGHAN PENICK
Lynchburg, Virginia
Sigma Sigma Sigma; Mu Omega; B. E.
A. N. S. ; Corresponding Secretary Athenian
Literary Society '19-'20; Dramatic Club;
President Cotillion Club '19-'20; Senior Rep-
resentative Student Government '19-'20; Y.
W. C. A.; Athletic Association; Lynchburg
Club.
Someone has written that personality is
the key of success, but Florence has more
than personality to guarantee the coveted
crown of laurels. She has ability not only
in class work but also in numerous other
phases of college activity.
The best wish we can have for her fu-
ture is that her career in the world at
large may be as successful as it has been
at S. N. S.
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MARY KATHLEEN PRIBBLE
Lynchburg, Virginia
Junior Representative Student Govern-
ment '18-'19; Athenian Literary Society; Y.
W. C. A.; Chairman Junior Club Work '19-
'20; Athletic Association Leader '19- '20; Sec-
retary and Treasurer Racqueteers '19-'20;
S. B, A.; Lynchburg Club.
Big, broad, dependable, funloving, original,
lovable, ''ticklish''—this is "Prib's' character
in a nut shell. If you don't believe it
—
just ask Fred.
VIRGINIA LEE PUGH
Mathews, Virginia
Reporter Athenian Literary Society; Presi-
dent Gloucester-Mathews Club; Racqueteers;
.\thletic Association; Y. 'W. C. A. Social Com-
mittee '19; Hiking Club.
"Laugh and the world laughs with you.''
If more people had a similar nature this
world would be better than it is.
"Thus having chosen this better part;
Virginia is always as happy as a lark."
Now watch her smile
!
JULIA LEE PURDY
Lawrenceville, Virginia
Sigma Sigma Sigma; Mu Omega; W. A.
N. K. ; Cotillion Club; First Professional
Representative Student Association '18-'19;
Treasurer of Student Association '19-'20;
President Cunningham Literary Society 19-
'20; Membership Com.mittee Y. W. C. A.;
Blue Ridge Club; Athletic Association.
"As true as I live.''
This little quotation is certainly appro-
priate for our "Pretty Lee," Such a quiet
unassuming little blond ! But oh, what a
lot of good sense and fine judgment has
she! Slow to criticize, yet frank. "Buggs,'
is one of the very finest and most lovable
girls in the school. She stands for leader-
ship, friendship, and scholarship. All these
and more ! Wherever she may go, we know
that success will attend her.
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MARY MARGARET REYNOLDS
Clifton Forge, Virginia
Ellen Richards Club; Y. W. C. A. Com-
mittee; Athletic Association; Hiking Club;
Racqueteers; President Jefferson Debating
Society '19- '20.
"/ am sure cares are an enemy to life."
Many would receive a severe shock to
know that Margaret's dignified manner is
most carefully cultivated to be brought out
on special occasions only. In spite of this
we know her to be a sweet and sympathetic
girl.
I will tell you a secret about Margaret
—
she is taking cooking and housekeeping
you can guess the rest.
LILLY VAUGHAN RICE
Richmond, Virginia
Pierian Literary Society; Ruffner Debat-
ing Society; Y. W. C. A.; Glee Club; Ath-
letic Association.
Lily is surely one of our best. She is
very quiet until you know her but then
She never fails to get her work up and
then have time to frolic while the rest of
us dig.
Enthusiastic, studious and a consistent
worker. Her motto:
"See it through to the finish."
MARY RIVES RICHARDSON
Farmville, Virginia
Sigma Sigma Sigma; Cotillion Club; Y.
W. C. A.; D. I. R. K. ; President of Or-
chestra; Secretary of First and Second years
of High School.
Mary Rives' sunny disposition and talka-
tive manner have made her famous through-
out school.
She has several "inborn tendencies," her
main one being flirting. Of course, she
can't help it! Who could with those eyes?
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JANIE AREASTON REW
Melfa, Virginia
Pierian Literary Society; Ellen Richards
Club; Rural Club; Y. W. C. A. Committee;
Athletic Association; Eastern Shore Club;
Ruffner Debating Society.
We find her with arms full of Red Cross
Material knocking at 63 and saying "Mary
Lou, you and Rose please come and help me.
I have loads of work to do.'
Generosity is Jamie's outstanding char-
acteristic.
KATHLEEN ELIZABETH ROSSER
Pamplin, Virginia
Ellen Richards Club ; Vice-President Ap-
pmattox Club '19-'20; Charlotte Club; Hik-
ing Club.
If being gentle and sympathetic will help
make a good teacher, Kathleen will surely
have success. Her love and understanding
of children make her especially fitted for
her work. So attractive is her personality.
and so dignified is her way of handling it
that, "It is good to call her friend, and to
every one she lends her ear, but to few
her voice.'
MASSIE FLORINE RUCKER
Darlington Heights, Virginia
Y. W. C. A.; Rural Club; Welfare Com-
mittee Y. W. C. A. '19-'20.
"How in the world do you do this? I
don't know a thing about it?" These are
Florine's favorite exclamations but "Black
Beauty" never verifies such statements. The
school Ford is her particular pet. Many
a trip to the country would be quite pro-
longed without "Beanie's" sk01 in dealing
with the stubborn balks of our "Tin Lizzie.''
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MARY VIRGINIA RUCKER
Bristol, Virginia
Secretary Y. W. C. A. '19-'20; Correspond-
ing Secretary Cunningham Literary Society
'19; Athletic Association; Student Standard's
Committee '19-'20; Mandolin and Guitar
Club, Leader '19-'20; Vice-President Rac-
queteers '20; S. E. A.
"Jolly, witty and very dignified.
You couldn't do half she does even if you
tried.
Always helping, always giving,
She's one of those people that make life
worth living.
EVA VIRGINIA RUTROUGH
Roanoke, Virginia
Sigma Sigma Sigma; Mu Omega; D. I.
R. K. ; Cotillion Club ; Cunningham Literary
Society; Assistant Business Manager Focus
'18-'19; Literary Editor Focus '19-'20; Record-
ing Secretary Cunningham Literary Society
'19-'20; Social Service Committee Y, W. C. A.;
Roanoke Club; Athletic Association; Pan-
Hellenic Representative '18-'19.
"The reason firm, the temperate will
Endurance, foresight, strength and skill,
A typical girl rightly planned
To warn, to comfort and command."
This revised quotation of Wordsworth's
is typical of Eva, for when we are in trouble
she lends a sisterly ear; when we want
advice, we value her foresight and opinions,
and when we wish to have a party Eva
always heads the 'Eats Committee.''
ELIZA TERRILL RAMSEY
Charlotte Court House, Virginia
Y. W. C A. Service Committee '19-'20;
Athletic Association; Rural Club; Vice-Presi-
dent Charlotte Club '19-'20.
"To know her is to love her."
Eliza poses as a very shy, timid little
creature, but those who know her best ap-
preciate the fact that she is full of fun and
dry humor. Constancy is the keynote of
her real nature. No Priscilla could surpass
her in the domestic arts and this alone is
a sure prophecy that Eliza, in spite of her
indifferent ways, will never receive the pen-
sion of an "old maid school marm."
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LINDA ST. CLAIR
Roanoke, Virginia
Jefferson Debating Society; Y, W. C. A.;
President Pierian Literary Society '19-'20;
Promotion Committee; Ellen Richards Club.
Linda is one of our best all-around girls,
a star high-jumper, a good student, and
an excellent teacher. Even though she
spends most of her week ends at home,
her intentions to study her Monday's les-
sons are always good. Mrs. Thomas has
weekly instructions to call "Linda St. Clair,
Room 121 at 6 o'clock" on Monday morning
in order that she may get up at seven.
ANNIE SALLEY
Pine Wood, South Carolina
Treasurer Argus Literary Society '19; Pres-
ident Argus Literary Society '19-'20; Pro-
fessional Representative Student Association
'19-'20; Y. W. C. A.; Charlotte Club; Stu-
dent Mission Band.
"Here's a girl who is 'different.' " Anne's
simplicity of manner and unobtrusive charm
have made a lasting impression upon many
of us. May she always be as true to her
ideals and as loyal to her friends as she
has been in the days at S. N. S.
!
" she was fain
In that she never studied to he fairer
Than nature made her.
ENDIA SARGENT
Warren, Virginia
Cunningham Literary Society ; Captain
Basket-ball Team '14-'18; Junior, Senior
Basket-ball Team; V-Pres. Third year Class
'16-'17; Treasurer Fourth Year Class '17-'18;
Secretary Junior Class '18-'19; Captain Junior
Base-ball Team '18-'19; President Athletic
Association '19-'20; Treasurer Y. VJ . C. A.
'19-'20; Racqueteers ; Student Government
Representative 16-18; Student Standards
Committee '18-'19; Promotion Committee 19-
'20.
Endia is the best standby of S. N. S.
—
having spent six years pursing the course
of study (?) here.
"Always laughing, always jolly.
Always full of fun and folly."
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EMPSIE SHAPARD
Houston, Virginia
Censor Argus Literary Society '19-'20; Vice-
President Halifax Club 19-'20; Y. W^. C. A.;
Athletic Association; Recqueteers.
"She has many virtues. Her pleasing
personality is a perpetual letter of introduc-
tion." Is this not Empsie? But—she is al-
ways thinking of someone from another
school and town.
MARY MEADE SOUTHALL
Amelia, Virginia
Y. W. C. A. Mission Study Committee '18-
'19, '19-'20; Pierian Literary Society; "Rac-
queteers;" Rural Club; Athletic Association;
Chairman Hiking Club '19-'20.
"Whole-hearted, true-hearted, faithful and
loyal."
If you need some cheering and want a
good laugh go to Mary Meade. With her
independent thinking and sense of fairness
combined with her love of a good time she
makes a fine companion. We're glad she
came to S. N. S. for we're glad we are
friends of hers. And as for her class spirit,
will you ever forget her red hose at the
basket-ball game?
PORTIA LEE SPENCER
Farmville, Virginia
Here is our Portia Lee of the sunny dis-
position who seems to be fond of all varie-
ties of "Lizzies,'" tin and otherwise. When
she stops teaching we have an idea that
she will become a "Miller.''
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SARAH FRANCES SPICER
Portsmouth, Virginia
Pierian Literary Society; Y. W. C. A.;
Athletic Association; Portsmouth Club; Treas-
urer Pierian Literary Society '19-'20; Sec-
retary Portsmouth Club '19-'20;
"Giggle and the world giggles with you"
This is Frances' motto and blue Mondays
are impossible when she is around. She
can be serious, and her practical sense has
made her a "school marm" of the first or-
der. However, if "Edward" has anything
to say in the matter she won't continue this
occupation long. Frances is a good little
dancer, and a big flirt although she indig-
nantly declares such thoughts never oc-
cur to her mind.
S. FRANCES SPINDLER
Blackstone, Virginia
Cunningham Literary Society ; Vice-Presi-
dent Y. W. C. A. '19-'20; Athletic Associa-
tion; "Racqueteers ;" Assistant Literary Edi-
tor "The Virginian" '20.
During Frances' two years at S. N. S.
she has made many friends by her dry
hum.or and her ever readiness to help. Her
determination is equalled only by her inde-
pendence. Frances' motto is "Insist on your-
self, never imitate." It has done us good to
know you, Frances. May you bring as much
happiness to others in the future as in the
past to S. N. S.
RUTH STEGEMAN
Wicomica, Virginia
Sub-chairman Country Life Department
Y. W. C. A. '19-'20; Rural Club; Athletic
Association.
"Not much talk—a great big silence."
This is Ruth who seldom says anything
but puts all her energy into doing things
Those who are fortunate enough to know
her appreciate her sweet and lovable dis-
position which is coupled with the charac-
teristics of a good student. We predict for
her a most successful career as but
don't dare hint it to her. At the least sug-
gestion of anything personal a very rosy
blush is sure to steal over her face.
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CLARA EARNHARDT STEPHENS
Vinton, Virginia
Pierian Literary Society ; Dramatic Club
;
Ellen Richards Club; Y. W. C. A.; Roanoke
Club; Assistant Business Manager "The
Virginian" '20; Mandolin and Guitar Club.
Clara can plan more pranks, help more
folks forget their troubles, get into more
scrapes and get out again than any other
person alive.
"That adorable little scream," when you
hear it, don't be alarmed, it's only Clara's
way of showing her good nature. Her popu-
larity is unlimited. She is a bright scholar
although her "Bill"' for midnight oil never
runs high—she is too fond of sleeping.
HENNIE -WITHERS STEVENS
Shipman, Virginia
Y. W. C. A.; Rural Club; Athletic Asso-
ciation.
Hennie does not believe in exploiting her
knowledge but its there just the same. She
never wastes words but what she says
counts. Reading Latin is her favorite pas-
time.
ALGO McCLAIN THOMAS
Morattico, Virginia
Y. W. C. A.; Athletic Association; Rural
Club; Sergeant-at-Arms Ruflfner Society.
"Of all the titles of foreign lands
The best to my taste is that of Earl."
Others may have kings, dukes or princes
—
Mack is satisfied. A jolly, carefree girl,
teaching holds no charm for her. -When
there is absolutely nothing else to do, she
studies. But what is the use of studying
when one can bluff so effectively? A home
in South America and a "perfect dream''
these are her greatest desires.
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SARA FRANCES THOMAS
Portsmouth, Virginia
Y. W. C. A.; Athletic Association; Ports-
mouth Club; Racqiteteers ; President Ruff-
ner Society '20; Athenian Literary Society;
Basket-ball Team '19.
"An all-round sport and a good athlete.
And on anything in history she can't be beat."
LOUISE TROTTER
Lawrenceville, Virginia
Mu Omega; Cotillion Club; Glee Club;
Y. W. C. A,
"She is considerate, tender, sympathetic,
refined. '
Can't you tell by her picture what kind
of a girl she is? Yes, the kind of a girl
you can depend on, the kind that does her
work quietly and with so much ease that
you aren't aware of her doing it. Yet she
is ready for fun, enjoys life, and gets a
lot out of it—Ask anyone and they'll say:
"She is a fine girl!"
MABEL IRENE TUDOR
Critz, Virginia
Censor Pierian Literary Society '19-'20;
Vice-President Jefferson Society '19-20;
President Rural Club '19-'20; Chairman As-
sociation Support Committee Y. W. C. A.
•19-'20; Finance Committee Y. W. C. A. '17-
18; Chairman Program Committee Ellen
Richards Club '18-'19; Athletic Association;
Southwest Virginia Club.
'What do you think that child means by
this answer, "I don't know. 1 11 just put
a question mark by it?'
If you want help and good advice, call
en Mabel at any time.
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JANIE ELIZABETH TUNE
Vernon Hill, Virginia
Y. W. C. A.; Athletic Association; Halifax
Club; Rural Life Club.
'Tf you can't think of my name, just call
me 'Tunie' ". Since this remark of her's, she's
been known as "Tunie'' at S. N. S. She
is one of our good-natured, jolly, big girls
—but has not yet entirely discarded her
"baby talk''—a fine girl tho', and we all
love her. "Tunie" is always on time for
classes, and everything else as for that, she
watches the clocks (Clarks) so closely.
MARY TUNE
Vernon Hill, Virginia
Senior Committee Student Government
;
Chairman Country Life Department Y. W.
C. A. '19-'20; President Halifax Club '19-
'20; Rural Club; Athletic Association.
"True to herself.
True to her friends,
And true to duty always."
Mary, unlike most of the Normal girls
is very fond of "Bills''—but in spite of this
strange fondness, she has many good char-
acteristics—far too many to enumerate. Her
sincerity and frankness have won her a
host of friends who will always remain
true to her.
VICTORIA VAIDEN
Baltimore, Maryland
President Senior Class ; Cunningham Lit-
erary Society Reporter '18, Treasurer '19
Assistant Business Manager Focus; Y. W.
C. A. Chairman Service Department '19; Ellen
Richards Club; Racqueteers; Athletic Asso-
ciation; D. I. R. K.
"Here's to Victoria, the President of our class,
Never was there a sweeter nor fairer lass.
She leads us and guides us in all that
we do.
To the dear old class she's always true.
May she always be happy and always
succeed.
And may all the good fairies her every
wish heed.
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ELIZABETH JUANITA VINCENT
Suffolk, Virginia
Ciinningiiam Literary Society; Y. W. C.
A.; Vice-President Nansemond Club '19-'20.
Here is old Elizabeth, one of our happy-
go-lucky girls who is always full of fun
and wit—and equally as full of sarcasm!
She enjoys a joke immensely, especially
when it is on the other fellow!
Elizabeth is very studious too, and she
always talks about "That Training School'',
but we know that she is going to be a
very successful teacher.
JESSIE 'WALDEN
Farmville, Virginia
Living in town, we don't know her well.
But she's earnest and dignified, we can tell
Because of her quiet demeanor in class.
And she's earnest too, this quiet lass.
MARTHA SELMA -WATSON
CuUen, Virginia
Rural Club; Jefferson Debating Society;
President Charlotte Club '19-'20; ^i . -W. C.
A. Social Welfare Committee '20.
Neatness describes her appearance and
dependableness has character. There is
nothing she undertakes that does not express
the utmost pains and care. We judge that
she is smart from the way she is sought
after by the girls when it's time to study
for tests. Don't let her diligent study mis-
lead you into thinking that her deepest
inerests are buried at S. N. S. for her heart
is divided between "Ohio" and "Trinity".
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SUSIE ROACH WATSON
Cullen, Virginia
Pi Kappa Omega; Chairman Religious
Department Y. W. C. A. '19-'20; Athletic
Association; Rural Club; Charlotte Club;
Cunningham Literary Society; Jefferson De-
bating Society; Literary Editor "The Vir-
ginian" '19-'20; Student Mission Band.
Faithful, loyal, conscientious Sue.
There's nothing on earth she'll not do for
you.
S/ze's sometimes late for her classes,
That worries quite a bit
Her punctual" sister, by whom she does sit,
'Tho tease her we may, her humor and fan
Has won us all over and the frolic begun.
She's as smart as a tack
And for naught does she lack
We know she'll succeed
For "to do the best'' is her creed.
MARY LOUISE WATTS
Pulaski, Virginia
Chairman Service Department Y. W. C.
A. '19-'20; Corresponding Secretary Argus
Literary Society '19- '20; Pulaski Club; Rac-
queteers; Class Historian.
If you can't find a dictionary go to Louise,
for she will be an apt substitute. This
will stand her in good stead when she
goes to the Great Metropolis to study jour-
nalism, as is her ambition. One is very
fortunate to have her as a friend, for sin-
cere she is through and through. Early in
the morning is the only time Louise fails
to carry out her intentions, for
With Mrs. Thomas she has a permanent
date,
But when that lady calls, sure as fate
She turns over once and then is asleep
Meeting her dreams where their watch
they do keep.
WINIFRED CLAIRE WILLIAMS
Chase City, Virginia
Racqueteers ; Ellen Richards Club; Rural
Life Club; Athletic Association; Y. W. C. A.
"For she is wise if I can judge of her;
And fair she is, if that mine eyes be true."
Winifred is a studious lass and is fond
of carrying off the highest grades in the
class. Good luck to you, old girl, and may
you mount high upon the ladder of
pedagogy!
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HELEN ELIZABETH WOOD
Norfolk, Virginia
Cunningham Literary Society ; Ellen Rich-
ards Club; Norfolk Club; Treasurer Farm-
ville Branch I. K. U.; Y. W. C. A.
"The joy of youth and health her eyes
display,
And ease of heart her every look convey."
Helen is a dandy pal and a good sport.
She knows practically everybody in school
and has a host of sincere friends. As we
know her worth and willingness to help
others we will not be surprised to hear of
great deeds accomplished by her in the
future ; that is if her very "Frank" admirer
doesn't prevent.
LUCILLE ANDERSON WOOD
Farmville, Virginia
Y, W, C. A.
Jolly Lucille is always ready to do what-
ever comes to hand. When she hears some
one say, "I'm rushed to death, I have a
million lesson plans to write to-night,'' Lu-
cile quietly replies "Oh, I wrote mine a
week ago, so I could have a good time
to-night.'' During Lucille's six years at S.
N. S. she has never known the feeling of
being pitched. We all wish her a success-
ful future.
VERGIE L. WORRELL
Newsoms, Virginia
Y. W. C. A.; Rural Club; Southampton
Club; Athletic Association; Ruffner Debat-
ing Society.
Here's to one of our sweet and dignified
little Seniors, who is always lending a help-
ing hand to some one. It would not seem
natural to see her without Lucy, and if
you want to see her little bewitching smile,
just ask her if she loves "Simmons."
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CHARLOTTE A. WOLFE
Roanoke, Virginia
Delta Sigma Chi; Owls; Mu Omega; Delta
Cotillion Club ; Argus Literary Society ; Y.
W. C. A.; Athletic Association; Exchange
Editor Focus '19-'20.
"She is pretfy to walk with,
And witty to talk with,
And pleasant to think upon."
MARY RIDLEY WALKER
Norfolk, Virginia
Sigma Sigma Sigma; Mu Omega; S. O.
C; Cotillion Club; Glee Club; D. I. R. K.
;
Pan-Hellenic Representative; Racqueteers
;
Norfolk Club; Y. W. C. A.
"Beautiful in her beauty
And rich in wealth of her living!"
Beauty is not Ridley's only charm! Every-
one loves her for her jolly disposition and
winning smiles. We all sincerely wish her
the happiest of happy futures.
ANNIE MARIE WINSLOW
Portsmouth, Virginia
Argus Literary Society ; Visitation Com-
mittee Y. W. C. A. ; Treasurer Portsmouth
Club '19-'20; Athletic Association; Treasurer
Ruffner Society '19-'20.
Annie Marie of "mildest manners, and of
gentlest heart. " is good nature personified.
This fair maiden had been endowed with
a jolly disposition. Her cheery nature part-
ly accounts for her excellence in the line
of giggling. In vain she tries to suppress
her laughter, while in the act of playing
huge jokes on the unsuspecting "Phil''
—
"Run for the glass of water, quick!
What for? Annie Marie has choked!"
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VER since that September day when the members of the class of 1920, warm
but hopeful, alighted from the train, we have felt that the years at S, N. S.
were destined to have unusually novel experiences in store for us, and such
has been the case.
In spite of this premonition, however, we remained undaunted throughout our
lengthy sojourn in Room J, and when we were assigned to our rooms, we
still preserved an air of outward composure.
How indelibly the memory of that first week is imprinted upon our minds! Never
before had we had so many bewildering things to learn at one time. Then it was that
we grasped the meaning of that vague, awe-inspiring word "matriculate"; and then,
too, we learned by sad experience that checks are indorsed on the back instead of the
front; that the prevailing form of address at S. N. S. is a guttural mumble which
sounds like "Hey;" that souvenirs are often found under the dresser or behind the
radiator; and, last but not least, that we were not half as important a part of the
universe as we had once thought.
Another week or two went by, and we became the duly organized Junior class,
with Elizabeth Lewis as President and a real live poetess for our Junior Man. How
proud we were on the day that Miss Jennie first wore our colors!
We were making all sorts of plans for the class when a yellow flag was hung in
front of school, and we all with one accord devoted ourselves to keeping "Mr. Trouble"
away by means of the "Smile Method". Gargling became quite the thing, and passers-by
in the halls were apt to hear weird unearthly sounds coming from our rooms at all
hours of the day or night. In spite of the popular amusement of see-sawing then in
vogue, most of us managed to retain our equilibrium and were well and happy at the
end of the quarantine, thanks to Dr. Jarman's co-operative policy.
The days of the campaign for the War Fund, when all of us sought to show our
patriotism by doing something, anything, to raise money for the cause, are memorable
to us. Then it was that so many of us served our appreticeship as manicurists and
bootblacks. Some have suggested that this knowledge will serve us in good stead when
teaching loses the charm of novelty.
It was at the high tide of the War Campaign that the news of the signing of the
Armistice came to us. Shall we ever forget the thrills of pure unadulterated ecstacy
we experienced when we learned that the war was really over! We went around the
halls in a sort of blissful dream, feeling that the news was too good to be true. The
world seemed a new and glorious one, and we were positive that we could never go
back to the commonplace routine of life again.
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As if Armistice Day were not happiness enough, Thanksgiving brought with it
another cause for gratitude—the Juniors won the game!! How we rooted and how we
cheered our team !
The Christmas holidays soon went by, and we settled down to work again. Spring
came, and with it the completion of over seventy pinafores for refugee children, upon
which the Juniors had been diligently sewing all winter.
Socn the weeks flew by and June, with the excitement of commencement, was upon
us.
The fall of 1919 found many of us back at our old haunts trying to realize that the
unexpected had really happened, and we were Seniors, with the Training School looming
up before us. How scholarly and dignified we attempted to be on the first day wc
spent in that dreaded abode, and how the bravest of us quaked, in spite of our plainest
shirt waists and most business-like ties, donned in honor of the occasion.
All these trials were forgotten, however, in the excitement of getting our Senior
Float ready for the Fair. Miss Munoz' untiring perseverance and aid proved to us
anew how fortunate we were to have gained her as an ally. How could we have helped
winning the prize with such a Senior Man and such a President!
Thanksgiving of 1919, when the Seniors wen the Junior-Senior game, was another
red letter day in the annals of our class. Who says that the Seniors have forgotten
how to play basket-ball?
The Seniors have not only won laurels in atiiletics, but they have also gained
experience in legislative lobbying by getting Dr. Jarman to change the time of the
Christmas holidays.
The going to press of the Annual, the passing of the Christmas vacation, and the
beginning of the spring term have followed each other in rapid succession, and the
time is near when the Seniors must go out into the world to seek new paths.
In spite of the discouragements which we have met and the mistakes which we
have sometimes made, we realize more fully than ever before what debt we owe to
the school which has given us new strength and courage to meet the problems of
to-morrow, and which has kindled anew for us the torch of high ideals.
May we, tlie class of 1920, ever keep tryst with the vision of Service which has
been revealed to us, and, proving ourselves worthy daughters of our Alma Mater,
"go forth to meet the future without fear.''
Louise Watts.
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"We've reached the foothills
The TJiountains are in view."
Come all ye classmates,
Pause awhile with me
Ere our adieu.
We've reached the foothills.
Passed is the valley,
And on our view
Loom up the mountains
Steep and majestic.
Losing their blue
Because they are clear
And so very near
To me and to you.
Gone, our yesterdays,
Left in the valley
;
'Tis a new day :
But looking backward
We can still see them.
There on our way.
There are the glad ones
;
There are the sad ones
Seeming to say.
"We're glad you love us
But look above us
Climb on we pray."
So turn mountainward
And see the pathways
Others have trod.
See ! They are rocky
Unlike the valley,
Covered with sod,
All steep and winding, :j
All rough and rugged '
So take your rod
For you will need it,
To stay and weigh you
As on you plod.
Choose each your pathway
And all make ready
For we must go.
We're sad at parting.
Which is but natural
But this we know
That on the mountain
We will meet again.
This being so
Let us be starting,
This is not parting
But friendship's first glow.
For all are climbing
To the mountain top
There against the sky
Our paths will cross again
Sooner or later
So do not sigh
And in evening glow.
We'll reach the mountain top
And there so high.
We'll clasp hands again
Turn the sands again,
And on we'll fly.
EDITH ESTEP.
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NE snowy afternoon in the winter of 1925, we were sitting by an open
fire in a cozy sitting room roasting chestnuts and popping corn.
Soon tired of this we decided to try our luck with the Ouija board,
thinking that it might reveal to us the different walks in life which
our 1920 classmates at S. N. S. had chosen.
The important question, "Will you answer our requests?" was met with
two raps signifying "Yes."
"Will you tell, if we call the girls' names, what they are doing today and
how Dame Fortune has favored them?"
Again! Two raps. We began naming over the girls." Frances Spicer,
Mary Rucker. Louise Gibson. Marie Moore. Katherine Allen. Slowly the tri-
ped moved: first uncertainly, th enwith a steady motion.
M-A-R-R-I-E-D
We continued; "Carrie Agee"—but the Ouija interrupted—L-e-f-t
q-u-i-e-t p-e-a-r s-o-n-a-g e and h u-s-b-a-n-d f-o-r 1-u-r-c o-f f-o-o-t
1-i-g-h-t-s !
Almost breathless, we continued:—"Mary Bell, Dewey Bradley, Eva
Coffinan"
—
Ouija started again—O-l d M-a-i-d S-c-h-o o-l T e-a-ch-e-r s.
'Elizabeth Forbes, Frances Lynn"—I n C h i-c-a-g o—V-a-u-d-e v-i-1-l-c.
"Bessie Mustoe"—A-d-v-e-r-t i-s-i-n-g M a-v-i-s R-o u-g-e a-n d t o i-l-e-t
a-r-t-i-c 1-e-s.
"Charlotte Wolfe, Eleanor McCormick. Eva Rutrough"— S-a-1 v-e-t-i-o-n
A-r-m-y W-o-r-k-e-r-s.
"Jeanette Edwards"—H-e-r-o i-n-e o-f M-a-g-a-z-i n-e. "O-n c W-o-m-e-n
in A-m-e-r i-c-a w h-o c-a-n k-e-e-p a s-e-c r-e-t."
Varsenie Mooshey, Mildred Moses, Kathleen Moore. Annie Salley"
—
Ivl i-s-s-i-o-n-a-r-i-e s to f ore i-g-n f-i e 1 d-s.
'Louise Trotter"—Wo r 1-d P-r-e s-i-d e-n-t o-f Y.-M.-C.-A
"Mary Mead Southall, Ruth Stegman. Frances Spindler"—F-a m o u-s
T-r-o p-e E-1 e-c-u-t-i-o-n-i-s-t-s.
"Florance Penick"—M-a-r-r-i-e-d t-o E-x K-a-i-s e-r.
"Louise Brightwell, Irene Bridges"—A-r-t-i-s-t s i-n I-t-a-1-y.
"Jeanette Bland"—I-1-l-u-s-t-r-a-t-o-r f-o r C-o-s-m o-p-ol i-t-a-n.
"Lily Rice, Janie Rew, Winnie Lewis, Anne Meredith"—S-u-f-f r-a-
g-e-t-t-e-s i-n C-h-i-n-a.
"Susie Watson. Kathleen Rosser"'—N-e-w Y-o-r-k B-o-o t B-1-a-c-k s.
"Katie Giddens"—A-r-r e-s-t-e-d f o-r f-1-i-r-t-i-n g h-a-b i-t a-c-q u-i-r-e-d
a-t S.-N.-S.
"Ignez Bailey"—He a-d o-f L-a-u-n-d-r-y a-t S.-N.-S.
"Claire Blair"—Fa m-o-u-s H-e-a-r-t S-p-e-c-i-a-1-i-s-t.
"Our class presdent, Victoria Vaiden"—A s-s-o-c-i-a-t-e P-r o-f-e-s-s-o-r
a-t J-o h-n H-o-p-k-i-n-s.
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"Katherine lones. Annie Lamberth"—T-r-a-v-e-l-i-n-g w-i-t h G-r-i-n-d
O-r-g-a n a-n-d M-o-n-k e-y.
"Elizabeth Leech, Edna Lantz"—P-1-u-m-b-e-r-s in M-o-r an.
"Mary Lewis, JuHa Lee Purdy, Julia Mahood"—H-o-l-d-i n-g p-o-s-i-
t-i-o n-s o-c-c-u-p-i-e d b y t-h-e 1-a t-e Von H-i-n-d-e-n b-u-r-g, L-u-d-en-
d o-r-f a-n d C-r-o-w-n P-r-i-n-c e.
"Nannie Coleman, our walking hstory encyclopedia"—G-o-v-e-r-n-o-r o-f
t-h-e C-o m-o-n-w e-a-1 t-h of 'O-l-e V-i-r-g-i-n-y.
"Helen Hobson. Myrtle Jenkins Olive Johnston"—A-v-i-a-t-o-r-s a-t
L-a-n-g 1-e-y F i-e-l-d.
"Florine Rucker. Portia Spencer, Eliza Ramsey"—R e-d C-r-o-s-s
N-u-r-s-e-s. ! !
"Elizabeth Vincent, Mabel Tudor, Hennie Stevens. McLane Thomas"
—
N-u-n-s.
"Charlotte Baird, Carolyn Bugess, Vera Jones"—Ha v-e t-h e-i-r
h-e-a-r-t-h p-a r-r-o-t a-n-d c-a-t.
"Aldona McCalmont"—E-d-i-t o-r o-f S a-t-u-r-d-a-y P-o-s t.
"Linda St. Claire, Kathleen Pribbly Julia Hundley"—B-a-r-n-u-m a n-d
B-a-i-1-e-y T-i-g h-t R-o p-e W-a-l-k e-r-s.
"Blanche Brewer"—I-n a-s-y-1-u m f-r-o-m c-1 a-s-s r o-o-m o-b-s-e-r-v-a-
t-i-o-n.
"Kathleen Gilliam, Helen Hailey"—C-a-n-t-e-e-n W or-k e-r-s a-t
A-r-m-y P-o-s-t-s.
"Eleanor Edmundson"—C-o-n-d-u-c-t-o-r B-o-s-t-o-n S-y-m-p h-o-n-y
O-r c-h e-s-t-r a.
"Elfreth Friend, Virginia Carter, Marjie Lowe"—M-a-j-o-r P-a-t-h-e
N-e-w-s W-r-i-t-e r-s.
"Frances Thomas, Katherine Krebs"—P-l-a y-i n-g O-p-p-o-s-i-t-e
W-a-1-l-a-c-s R-e-i-d i n "H-o w t-o Be H-a-p-p-y T h-o M-a-r-r-i-e-d."
"Louise Watts, does she still put out notices to be called at 5 o'clock to
study?"—N-o s h-e h-a-s i-n-v-e n-t e-d a-n e-1-e-c-t-r-i-c t-e-s-t C-r-a m-m-e-r.
"Selma Watson, Jessie Walden, Lucille Wood, Virgie Worrel"—C-o-o-k-s
a-t W-a-1-d-o-r-f A-s-t-o r-i-a.
"Virginia Pugh, Esther Kernodle, Kate Hudson, Bettie Green, Harriet
Hudson"—P-a-g-e-s i n U.-S. S-e-n-a-t-e C-h-a m-b-e-r.
"Cyrilla Cooks"—H c-i-r to J.-D. R o-c-k-f-e-1-1 o-w'-s m-i-1-l-i-o-n-s
u-n-d-e-r c-o-n-d-i-t i-o-n t-o g-i-v e u-p f r-i-v o-1-i-t-y.
"Emma Carmean"—H-e-a-d o-f H o-m-e f o-r O-r-p-h-a-n D-o g-s a-n-d
C-a-t-s.
"Mary Lancaster"—H-e-a-d o-f K H-o u-s e a-t H-a m-p-d-e-n S-i-d-n e-y
C-ol-l-e-g-e.
"Ethel Gildersleeve"—P-r-e-s i-d-e n-t' s B-e-s-t C-a-b-i-n-e-t M-e-m-b-e-r.
"Ester Dickerson. Frances Currie"—M-o-d-e-l-s f-o-r A-1-t-m-a-n.
The tripod suddenly stopped! Again and again we tried to urge it on,
but it would not move. Then, it started again, but only to spell
—
F-i-n-i-s !
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We, the Senior Class of the State Normal School For Women, Farmville, Virginia,
being in sound mind and good health, on this, the 8th day of June, the year of nineteen
hundred and twenty, Anno Domini, solemnly declare, in the presence of witnesses, this
to be our last Will and Testament.
CLAUSE I.
We, the Senior Class, being in sound mind, as formerly mentioned, do, without any
limitations whatsoever and without a blushing degree of modesty, will and bequeath our
handsome features, irreproachable manners, intellectual powers and popularity with the
Faculty and "Stupid" Government, to the Junior Class.
CLAUSE IL
We, the Senior Class of the State Normal School, (still in sound mind and good health)
leave our seats of h^'nor on the front rows in Chapel to all future Seniors, with the under-
standing that they shall maintain the same dignity and grace, and with the hope that they
enjoy the pivilege of having the Faculty gaze down upon and "look up'' to them, in these
places of honor.
CLAUSE in.
We, the same Seniors, will and bequeath to the oncoming generations of Second
Professionals, the joy of our life and the cause of our death, the Training School, and
everything contained in the same, including Dr.Tidyman, our beloved Principal, the con-
siderate supervisors and the perfectly behaved pupils.
iCLAUSE IV.
We further will and bequeath to Dr. Jarman, that we may "smile, smile, smile" thru
life, a kit-bag containing all the Senior troubles.
CLAUSE V.
Being liberally inclined, we will and bequeath to Mr. Lear a curly wig, to be worn
only on state occasions (Star Course Performances, Faculty Meetings, and "Pop Test"
Days.)
CLAUSE VI.
To all future students of History we hereby will and donate 1,000 life preservers, to
be used in crossing the Seas lest they be drowned by the Navigation Laws; to Miss Ran-
dolph, the faithful instructor in this classic, we leave a box of rubber bands, that she
may collect her "little" written-lessons, "little" note-books and "brief" outlines and keep
them securely in her "little" desk.
CLAUSE VII.
We, the dignified Seniors, and bane of Miss Mary's life, do will and bequeath her
the oncoming Senior Class a crowd of considerate young ladies who will not mortify her.
CLAUSE VIII.
We, the above-mentioned class, enjoying health and a serene state of sound-minded-
ness with tears (of joy) in our eyes, do deliver to the Faculty the liberty of using any and
all knowledge that they are certain to have gained thru their association with us in our
sojourn of two years as students at this institution of learning.
CLAUSE IX.
To Miss Munoz our true friend and faultless "Senior Man," we leave our sincere
thanks for her untiring efforts to make us what we should be (in which task she has
finally succeeded), and our heartiest wishes for her future success.
CLAUSE X.
To the Student Body we will our cheerfulness, wit, nobleness, parliamentary abilities
and class spirit.
Signed, sealed and declared by the Senior Class of 1920 as our one and only last
Will and Testament in the presence of, and witnessed by:
—
VICTORIA VAIDEN, President
ODELL LAVINDER, Vice-President
CAROLYN BURGESS, Secretary
VARA JONES, Treasurer
MARY RUCKER. Lawyer.
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DEGREE CLASS OF 1921
Paye Eighty-jour
S^rirrr (Ulass of 1921
Colors: Green and White Flower: Pink Roses
Motto: Climb, though the rocks be rugged
OFFICERS
Katherine Stallard President
Grace Beard ' Vice-President
Helen Draper Secretary
Edith Harrel Treasurer
Elizabeth McClung Reporter
CLASS ROLL
Elizabeth Campbell McClung
Ella Katherine Stallard
Edith Harrell
Anna Grace Beard
Annie Merle Davis
Hattie Evelena Gresham
Harriett Cazenore Purdy
Mary Augusta Stevenson
Sarah Helen Draper
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The Schedule committee with a broad grin
Hailed us as Juniors and ushered us in
Each to the mysteries of schedule and rule.
Fortune had sent us to this Normal School
Always we wondered what we should do next
Many the questions our weary heads vexed,
Oh how we longed for vacation to be here
Usually most at the first of the year,
Say! But we felt just so awfully queer.
Come with us now, down each long noisy hall
Loud ring the voices, merry answers we call
And let us take you to each class as it meets
Show how fine are the Juniors that sit in the seats,
Show how we take victories as well as defeats.
Of all the large number our class roll contains
Far above all the students we have the most brains.
No-v\f we are leaving our first year of school
In every particular we've followed the rule
No worthy exception has put us aside
Everyone was content by the rules to abide,
Till week-ends were mentioned, alas what a shame
Each had to go home, there was no one to blame
Every time we had dates, just as sure as the fates
Nary as one was on time—but all came home late.
T'would be out of reason,
Were we to relate each E note in its season
Every tardy mark too, with a cut now and then
Not really believing just how, where or when
To forego all the pleasures of a little leisure
Yet we valued our teachers in full flowing measure.
On the way up we go
Naught but hard work we know
Eternally on, for we reap what we sow.
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Motto: The Eternal Womanlines of Woman Draws Us on. |
Colors : Light Blue and Orange.
Flower : Sweet Pea
OFFICERS
Elizabeth Moring
. President
Lily Thornhill Vice-President
Frances May Secretary
Minor Jones Treasurer
MEMBBERS
Hilda Anderson Ellen Carlson Willie Everett
Irene Anderson Edith Carr Madeline Forestal
Sarah Andrews Grace Carwile Anna Foster
Nina Armbrister Aileen Chambers Irene Fowlkes
Carrie Babcock Grace Chappell Lucille Fox
Jane Bacon Lucille Chappell Rachael Fraisier
Mary Badgett Myrtle Chappell Margaret French
Burdette Bagley Ella Churn Elizabeth Gannaway
Marie Baldwin Lois Claud Mary Garner
Sethell Barclift Olive Clayton Pattie Garret
Grace Bargamin
Dorothy Barger
Sallie Barksdale
Evelyn Barnes
Mary Beazley
Reva Blankenbaker
Mary Bocock
Mary Bolen
Virginia Bouldin
Hazel Braman
Louise Brewer
Kathleen Bristow
Mary Brockman
Sue Brown
Anne Bullock
Carrie Burch
Barbara Burroughs
Lelia Burrow
Marion Camper
Flora Clingenpeel
Eliza Clopton
Thelma Cochran
Blanche Conwell
Lelia Corr
Lota Couk
Elizabeth Crenshaw
Mamie Crenshaw
Clara Crocker
Ruth Cutts
Eleanor Dameron
Pattie Lee Darden
Louise Day
Mary Derieux
Myrtle Dickerson
Louise Doyle
Elma Duggins
Mary Easley
Annie Evans
Ella Gates
Virginia Gibbs
Justine Gibson
Daphne Gilliam
Audrey Glenn
ithel Glenn
Maud Glenn
Lucille Gordy
Reva Graves
Lou Gregory
Jane Haddon
Mildred Hall
Lelia Hamilton
Mary Sue Hammond
Katherine Hancock
Addie Hargrave
Cecil Hargrave
Carolyn Harrell
Sarah Havens
Page Ninety
Pauline Hawks
Otey Helm
Rhoda Henderson
Laura Holland
Mamie Holland
JViaude Holland
Erma Horton
Lucye Howell
Sara Hughes
Helen Hunt
Clifford Hutcherson
Lucy Irving
Helen A. Jarman
Blanche Jenkins
Ella Jinkins
Dora Jett
Earline Johnson
lola Johnson
Vera Johnson
Mary Jones
Ruth Jones
Minor Jones
JuUa Jones
Frances Jordon
Ethel Joyner
Sallie Joyner
Emma Kernodle
Sarah Kessler
Gainor Kessler
Exie Knott
Stella Lang
Ruth Lavinder
Nellie Robertson
Mamie St. John
Margaret Lawson
Agnes Leigh
Elizabeth Love
Hazel Lyon
EHzabeth McCoy
Lucile Mcllhaney
Frances May
Frances Mackan
Edith Marshall
Jessie Martin
Margaret Mears
Elizabeth Meredith
Maria Meredith
Mildred Mitchell
Ruby Mitchell
Kathleen Moore
Claudine Moring
Elzabeth Moring
Virginia Moring
Virginia Morrison
Elhe Morris
Helen Moses
Eva Mosteller
Lucile Mundy
Ruth Myers
Thelma Mason
Virginia Nelson
Nell Niniger
Genevieve Norris
Grace Oaks
Sally Obenschain
Mildred O'Brien
Rosalie Page
Mary Ellen Parkei"
Ruby Paulette
Lelia Peck
Eleanor Perin
Alice Ponton
Sara Porter
Eva Powers
Alice Presson
Tapelle Pruden
Mary Pruden
Bessie Pugh
Catherine Rader
Louise Ramsay-
Carolyn Rice
Mary Rice
Hettie Richardson
Julia Rider
Marion Rippon
Clarke Robertson
Florence Rountrey
Maron Rucker
Nellie Robertson
Rosebud Winn
Welby Saunders
Dorothy Schaefer
Louise Scott
Annie Simmons
Lila Sinclair
Helen Skillman
Dorothy Smith
Margaret Smith
Theo Smith
Princess Sowers
Evelyn Speight
Mamie St. John
Annie Mae Spencer
Emma Squire
Margaret Steger
Susie Mae Sterling
Marie Sutton
Libby Temple
Kathryn Thompson
Lily Thornhill
Virginia Thrift
Margaret Traylor
Lettie Tredway
Mildred Trent
Helen Trivilian
Virginia Trotter
Alma Tucker
Merle Tucker
Louise Tune
Annie Tune
Delma Van Sickler
Jacqueline Venable
Anna Vries
Lula Watkins
Virgie Wade
Elizabeth Waldrop
Lorie Walker
Hazel Waltman
Margaret Ware
Louise Watkins
Grace Webb
Lela Weeder
Dorothy Wells
Annie Laura White
Constance Whitlock
Edna May Wilkinson
Ruth WiUiams
Elizabeth Williams
Lois Williams
Elizabeth Williamson
Violetta Wilson
Rebecca Wingo
Elizabeth Woodward
Coralie Woolridge
Barta Worrell
Celestia Wright
Frances Wood
Thelma Yost
Pearl Younge
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OFFICERS
Grace Stover President
Virginia Anderson Vice-President
Elizabeth Cowherd Secretary-Treasurer
Marie Adams
Marietta Allen
Mary Anderson
Virginia Anderson
Celeste Anglea
Christine Armstron§
Julia Asher
Hilda Baldwin
Frances Barksdale
Mary Bingham
Evelyn Bretnall
Rebecca Bunch
Martha Burton
Cora Lee Butler
Hazel Carter
Esther Clarke
Mary Clark
Alice Clay
Vera Clayton
Ethel Cofer
Jessie Connally
Elise Council
Ethel Covigton
Elizabeth Cowherd
Kathleen Crute
Eliza Davis
Kate Davis
Kate Davis
Copelia Dixon
Hope Drewery
ROLL
Josephine Dungan
Lucille Dunn
Lorena Elder
Katie Evans
Betty Faulconer
Pettice Forbes
Lavinia Foster
Annie Gannaway
Cabel Gannaway
Mary Garland
Margaret Gill
Margaret Goodwin
Sallie Mae Gray
Martha Guthrie
Catherine Hamilton
Hallie Hankley
Virginia Hardin
Dorothy Harris
Martha Jane Hart
Mary Louise Hatcher
Cornelia Hawthorn
Nancy Howison
Mary Susan Jennings
Lucy Kemp
Minnie Lewis
Gertrude Lipscomb
Rebecca Lipscomb
Rena Luck
Hazel McCormick
Lucy Mcllwaine
Mary Wright
Nettie McNulty
Poll" ]y[^.,^^^
Nannie Mawyer
Sarah Moore
Lucille Moseley
Bell Oliver
Lucy Pearson
Marian Pollard
Louise Pope
Sue Puckett
Caroline Rankin
Lucy Reynolds
Christine Shields
Grace Smith
Sallie Sims
Carrie Spencer
Grace Stover
Inez Sweet
Virginia Swoope
Helen Thomas
Ruth Tidwell
Katherine Trent
Etta Bell Walker
Virginia Wall
Nancy Watkins
Nellie Weatherford
Helen Webb
Annie Mason White
Betha Williamson
Mary Wilson
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OFFICERS
Phyllis Coiner . . President
Virginia Lindsey Vice-President
Harriet Judson Secretary
Lucile Mays . . . Treasurer
Motto : "Hitch Your Wagon to a Star."
Colors : Green and Gold Flower : Goldenrod
ROLL
Katherine Alderson Elsie Eubank Mary Noel
Ariana Amonette Theresa Evans Elizabeth Ogden
Eliza Anderson Alice Ezell Virginia Peele
Earle Atkins Mary Forbes Mary Penick
Grace Baily Katherine Foster Mary Pierce
Lucile Barnes Edna Garnett Lillian Poole
Winnie Blair Lillian Gary Mable Reese
Edna Blanton Ernestine Gilliam Bettie Shephard
Elsie Blick Margaret Grigg Erna Shotwell
Mary Bolton Essie Hobbs Virginia Sizemore
Hazel Booth Mary Hunt Janie Smith
Marie Bristow Pattie Jeter Rose Smith
Jettie Bryant Bernice Johnson Elizabeth Steger
Lucie Camp Myrtle Kayton Helen Swoope
Louise Canada Viola McNamee Louise Thompson
Elise Council Nettie McNulty Cecil Torrence
Mary Daniel Gypsie Mathews Katherine Tucker
Hope Drewery Florence Miller Lucile Upton
Pattie Dyer Rebecca Motley Eunice Watkins
Ellen Easley Amanda Meyers Spotswood Wimbish
Sue Elder Janie Meyers Veta Martin
Louise Elliott Addie Noel
lit
^
!1
Honorary Member Miss Addie Walker. • m
_
1
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"The purpose of the Association shall be to preserve the student honor
and to unite the students of the school for efficient living and for training
in personal responsibility, self control and loyalty in the student body."
OFFICERS
Mary Finch President
Sue D. Jones Senior Vice-President
Lily Thornhill Junior Vice-President
Alta Barnes Secretary
Julia Lee Purdy Treasurer
HALL PRESIDENTS
Katherine Stallard
Annie Sally
Merle Davis
Blanche Brewer
Mary Tune
Florence Penick
Elizabeth McClung
Caroline Burgess
Patty Emory
Helen Draper
Odell Lavinder
Ethel Gilderslecve
(Ex-Officio)
CAMPUS LEAGUE
Grace Stover Chairman
MEMBERS
Varsenic Mooshy
Elizabeth Cowherd
Mary Bocock
Grace Beard
Nellie Robertson
Edith Carr
Phylis Coyner
Hazel Booth
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Board of Editors
Katherine Stallard Editor-in-Chief
Helen Draper Assistant Edtor-in-Chief
Eva Rutrough Literary Editor
Mildred Dickinson Assistant Literary Editor
Harriett Purdy Buiness Manager
Victoria Vaiden. Elizabeth Moring Assistant Business Managers
Edith Estep News Editor
Inda Miller Assistant News Editor
Charlotte Wolfe Exchange Editor
Kathleen Gilliam Assistant Exchange Editor
Pa<ie Ninety-nine
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i Executive Board Officers
1919-1920
Ethel Gildersleeve President
Frances Spindler Vice-President
Mary Rucker Secretary
Endia Sargent Treasurer
Harriet Purdy Undergraduate Field Representative
Chairmen of Departments
Frances Spindler Membership
Mary Rucker Publicity
Endia Sargent Finance
Suie Watson Religious Work
Minor Jones World Fellowship
Marie Baldwin Social
Louise Watts Service
Mary Tune Rural
Mary Finch President Student Government
Miss Mary Woodruff General Secretary
Advisory Board
Miss Martha CouUing Chairman
Miss Willie London Membership
Miss Bessie Ashton Publicity
Miss Lila London Finance
Miss Bessie Randolph Religious Work
Miss Estelle Smithey World Fellowship
Miss Mary Woodruff Social
Miss Minnie Rice Service
Miss Florence Stubbs Rural
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"Hasent Billie Burke the cutest curls?"
"Get into line and stop talking girls."
"Oh! I wonder what my package can be?"
"It looks just like a catalog to me."
"I hope mine is candy or something sweet."
"All you grls think about is something to eat."
"Mine is a cape sister never ras worn."
"Go iron your package slip, it's wrinkled and torn."
"May I have Mary's package? She's sick with a cold."
"No! I wonder how often you'll have to be told."
"Oh! my Liza! My little Liza Jane!"
"Don't let me hear that singing again.'"
"There; it /s books just as I told her."
"Get in line. Don't look over her shoulder."
"I know mine's a pen I ordered last fall."
"Girls! I ask you. Please don't write on the wall."
"Hope she wont blow me up! I know how it feels."
"Why don't you girls stop wearing high heels?"
"Oh! Quick! Let me hide my chewing gum!"
"Don't ask me where your package came from."
"I've been standing here fully an hour, I know."
"I wish you girls would hold your package-slips—So !"
"Well I'll declare, its after three !"
"How you can hear is a mystery to me."
"What is she fussing so much about now?"
"With those great ear-pufis, how can you hear? How?"
"Here I am last! It makes me so mad." .
"Is this really all of you? I certainly am glad"
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Motto :
Colors : Olive Green and Gray
Fall Term
Annie Sally
Elizabeth Forbes
Mary Lindsey
Elizabeth Moring
Louise Watts
Edith Estep
Emily Clark
Louise Gibson
Empsie Shapard
Katherine Allen
Laura Anderson
Mary Bocock
Blanche Brewer
Kathleen Bristow
Edith Carr
Emily Clark
Nannie Coleman
Edith Estep
Elizabeth Forbes
Justine Gibscn
Minor Jones
lola Johnston
Mary Lancaster
Agnes Lash
Agnes Leigh
Elizabeth Lewis
Mary Lewis
To See the Better
Flowers : White Rose and Smilax
Officers
President
First Vice-President
Second Vice-President
Recording Secretary
Corresponding Sec.
Critic
Treasurer
Reporter
Spring Term
Annie SaUy
Blanche Brewer
Dorothy Schaeffer
Elizabeth Moring
Elizabeth Forbes
Anna Vries
lola Johnston
Nannie Coleman
Annie Marie WinslowCensor
MEMBERS
Mary Lindsey
Julia Mahood
Mary Meade Mason
Elizabeth Moring
Jessie Martin
Hettie Richardson
Mary Rives Richardson
Annie Sally
Dorothy Schaeffer
Empsie Shapard
Dorothy Smith
Margaret Smith
Katherine Thompson
Anna Vires
Louise Watts
Lelia Weeder
Rebecca Wingo
Annie Marie Winslow
Charlotte Wolfe
Pane One Hundred Four
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Motto; "Self-reverence, self-knowledge, self-control."
Colors : Gold and White
Fall Term
Mildred Dickenson
Irene Bridges
Florence Penick
Carolyn Burgess
Elzabeth McClung
Louise Canada
Charlotte Baird
Virginia Pugh
Flower : White and Yellow Chrysanthemums
Officers
President
Vice-President
Corresponding Sec.
Recording Secretary
Treasurer
Censor
Critic
Reporter
Spring Term
Irene Bridges
India Miller
Pattie Lee Darden
Langhorne Lewis
Juliet Ford
Dora Jett
Mary Stephenson
Helen A. Jarman
Members
Charlotte Baird
Reva Blankenbaker
Mary Bolen
Irene Bridges
Blanche Burke
Carolyn Burgess
Louise Canada
Blanche Conwell
Pattie Lee Darden
Mildred Dickenson
Kathleen Gilliam
Reva Graves
Lucile Gordy
Sara Huges
Helen A. Jarman
Dort Jett
Sue Jones
Frances Jorden
Langhorne Lewis
Frances Lynn
Constance
Mildred Morris
Ruth Myers
Ruby Paulette
Florence Penick
Sarah Porter
Kathleen Prbble
Virginia Pugh
Mary Stephenson
Helen Skillraan
Frances Thomas
Rachel Frazier
Juliet Ford
Lucille Fox
Ella Gates
Elizabeth McClung
Margaret Mears
India Miller
Lily Thornhill
Margaret Trailor
Jacqueline Venable
Whitlock
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Organized 1903 Charted 1904
Motto: "Carpe Diem"
Colors: Green and White Flower: White Carnation
OFFICERS
Julia Lee Purdy President
Frances Gannaway Vice-President
Eva Rutrough Recording Secretary
Mary Rucker Recording Secretary
Victoria Vaiden Treasurer
Vara Jones Censor
Katherine Stallard •
. . Critic
Burdette Bagley
Marie Baldwin
Grace Bargamin
Mary Bell
Louise Brewer
Louise Brightwell
Sue Brown
Cvrilla Cocks
Merle Davis
Louise Doyle
Virgie Dugger
Eleanor Edmondson
Janette Edmunds
Patsy Emory
Mary Finch
Frances Gannaway
Patty Garrett
Ethel Gildersleeve
MEMBERS
Maud Glenn
Lou Gregory
Caroline HarroU
Earline lohnson
Vera Jones
Ruth ones
Katherine Krebs
Odell Lavinder
Ruth Lavinder
Vivian Layne
Frances Mackan
Frances May
Aldona McAlmont
Anne Meredith
Maria Meredith
Lucile Mcllhaney
Kathleen Moore
Varsenic Mooshy
Harriett Purdy
Julia Lee Purdy
Nellie Robertson
Eva Rutrough
j'W.ary Rucker
Fndia Sargent
Vi'elby Saunders
Fances Spindler
Emma Squire
Katherine Stallard
['•larie Sutton
Victoria Vaiden
Delma Van Sickler
Elizabeth Vincent
Susie Watson
Selma Watson
Lois Williams
Thelma Yost
Page One Hiindred Si.
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Motto : Light more Light
FALL TERM SPRING TERM
Linda St. Clair President Helen Draper
Helen Hayes First Vice-President Mabel Tudor
Alta Barnes Second Vice-President Mildred O'Brien
Lucille Chappel Recording Secretary Edna Lantz
Lois Claude Corresponding Secretary Otey Helm
Francis Spicer Treasurer Katie Giddens
Grace Beard Critic Gace Beard
Mabel Tudor Censor Ella Jenkins
MEMBERS
Hilda Anderson
Sarah Andrews
Alta Barnes
Evelyn Barnes
Inez Bailey
Carrie Babcock
[ane Bacon
Susie Booker
Grace Beard
Eliza Clopton
Lois Claude
Lotta Couk
Lucille Chappel
Myrtle Chappel
Mary Derieux
Helen Draper
Mary Garner
Katie Giddens
Virginia Gibbs
Bettie Green
Edith Harrell
Helen Hayes
Mary Sue Hammond
Mar)'
Otey Helm
Julia Jones
Ella Jenkins
Olive Johnson
Winnie Lewis
Marie Moore
Mary Muse
Mildred O'Brien
Edna Lantz
Eva Powers
I
anie Rew
Lily Rice
Florence Rountrey
Kathleen Rosser
Mary Mead Southall
Lila Sinclair
Clara Stevens
Linda St. Clair
Francis Spicer
Mabel Tudor
Libbie Epps Temple
Mildred Trent
Barta Warrell
Ellen Parker
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Motto: Much as we value knowledge, we value mental training more.
Colors : Garnet and Gray Flower : Red Carnation
OFFICERS
FALL TERM
Frances Thomas President
.
Estelle Cake Vice-President.
SPRING TERM
Katie Giddens
Margaret Mears
Coralie Woolrich Cor. Secretary Carolyn Harrel
Hattie Gresham Rec. Secretary Ella Jenkins
Annie Marie Winslow Treasurer Ann Meredith
Edith Estep Critic Frances Thomas
Reporter Annie M. Winslow
McClain Thomas Sergeant-at-Arms Lucile Gordy
Reva Blankenbaker
Frances Blount
Hazel Braymon
Marie Bristow
Cora Lee Butler
Aileen Chambers
Martha Christian
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Motto: "Equal and exact justice to all."
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PUZZLE PAGE
WHO'5" WHO, A/^D WHY A^ //V THE. FACULTY.
Pag.e One Hundred Tiielv,
Elizabeth; Lewis: (glancing —at the statue of the 'Winged Victory') "Oh, I wonder
who did break the head off that statue !"
Sethell Barclift: (mistaking the electric bell for the light button in the Infirmarv)
"I've pushed this thing for five minutes and that light won't come on!"
Lucille Mcllhaney: (reserving an Auditorium seat at Garland and Macintosh's store)
"I want to reserve a seat."
Clerk—"All are taken thru T."
Lucile—"I'll sit on U then."
Pupil: (Miss Walker having named some useful devices for the nursery) "Miss
Walker, don't you believe in baby walkers?''
' Portia Spencer: (in Nature Study) "Miss Stubbs, I've torn three hair nets all to
pieces chasing bugs!''
Tired Senior: (after first week in Training School) "I declare, I'll have to take two
cakes of yeast tonight, to be able to rise in the morning. "
New Student—"Ridley, which side of the hall do you room on?"
Ridley's logic—"Well, either side—on the left if you're going one way. on the right
if you're going the other."
Miss Lavinder: (in History I "Where was the armistice signed?"
Pupil—"In the lower right hand comer."
Miss McMullen: (to David Grainge who came in late) "David, why are you late?''
David—"Well-er, I had to milk the cow and I didn't konw she was going to give
so much."
Patii' Oi'f Hundred Thlrteem
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Miss Bell: (in History) "Who revived the Holy Roman Empire?'
Pupil : (after hard and serious thinking) "Well, Charlemange revived the Holy 'Roller'
Empire."
Thelma Yost—"My hose are so cowardly!" " •
Helen—"Why, Thelma?' .' ' . "
Thelma—"Because they'e always running." . .. ' *
New Girl—"I was anointed proctor last night." . .. -/
J. B. (at the table) "I like oleomargarines about as well as I do oranges, don't you?''
A Patron's Note—"Miss Spindler, please excuse Ella from Jim, she isn't very strong
and can't take vigorous exercises.''
Maude Wood—"I am getting so interested in our anaesfhetic dancnig class."
Latin Instructor—"Miss Allen, what is the advantage of repeating the pronoun in
that sentence?'
Katherine—"To secure ambiguity." -" '• —
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Motto: Acorns to Oaks, Watch Roanoke
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Motto: "To the spirit of Mecklenburg be true."
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Motto : Always work wth your own hoe.
Colors: Orchid and green. Flower: Orchid.
Song : Carry Me Back to Old Halifax.
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Motto: To Glow Like Phosphorus.
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Motto: On and up, where Nature's heart beats strong amid the hills.
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We reach our goal step by step.
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Motto: Never too tired for another beach-party.
Colors: Purple and gold Flower: Violet.
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Motto: A Square Deal for the Rural Child
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Let the memories of the past be an inspiration for the future.
Colors: Black and Gold Flower: Black-eyed Susan Song: Dixie
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Motto: Be ever loyal to Charlotte.
Colors: Lavender and Pink Flower: Sweet pea.
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Motto : To aim as high as the sea-gulls,
To think as deep as the sea.
To glow as bright as the light house,
This shall our motto be.
Colors : Blue and Gold Flower: Water Lily.
Song : "Norfolk, Down by the Sea."
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Motto: Eat peanuts and grow fat,
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A lit nf iluman ^^atur?
T was very quiet on the big shady veranda on that warm summer
afternoon. Dorothy, rosy Ups compressed and head poised to one
side, seemed wholly absorbed in the making of a pink sUpper-ros-
ette. Even Gyp had grown tired of annoying all the kittens in the
vicinity and lay limply at his mistress' feet, lost in dreams of some
Puppy-dog Paradise.
John Townsend, embryo geologist and neghbor-of-Dorothy, finished the
last delectable crumb of his hostess' ginger-bread and regarded the pink
rosette appraisingly. Dorothy never had recovered from the days of mak-
ing doll clothes, he thought, with an indulgent smile. Strange how such
gew-gaws could absorb some women !
"Did you know that Miss North was going on the picnic tomorrow?" he
inquired apropos of nothing.
"Miss North?" Dorothy's pretty brow wrinkled for a moment. "Oh, I
know it must be the Doctor North who lives at Mrs. Madison's and wears
big glasses and heavy shoes all the time. Is she going to chaperon —us?"
—
innocently.
"Of course not." John's voice sounded a bit irratated. "Merely because
Doctor North is a woman of unusual intellectual attainments. I fail to see
why you consider her aged, Dorothy. As for her-er-manner of dressing.
Doctor North is a 'New Woman', whose mind is above the petty trifles
which occupy the mind of the average woman. Hers is a broader vision."
"And I suppose you think that I ought to be a-a 'New Woman', —too,"
his listener interrupted, flushing indignantly to the adge of her curly brown
hair. "If you think I'm going to picket the White House and throw bombs
around like Lady Astor or the Bolsheviki"—Dorothy's facts had become
rather jumbled in her excitement—"you can just change your mind. Jack
Townsend! Don't you think so. Gyp?" bending appealingly over the drowsy
little dog. "I don't see why you bring up such disagreeable subjects, any-
way. Jack. Let's talk about something else. Are you going to the dance
at the Club to-night?"
"No-e-o, I can't be there to-night," John answered rather hesitantly,
"I-you see-the fact is. Doctor North has promised to help me to-night with
the treatise I've been working on. She has made rather an extensive study
of the subject."
—
Dorothy stifled a yawn languidly.
"I'm afraid I shall really have to ask you to excuse me," she interposed
at this point, rising and smiling her most polite smile, "You see, I told Maria
that I'd make the salad and dessert for dinner, and then I promised Jerry
to be ready on time to go to the dance. Both are petty trifles, I grant you,
but they must be attended to.
A flutter of dainty draperies, and she was gone, leaving behind a rather
bewildered young man, much discontented at the new order of things. It
had been his wont to accompany Dorothy to the white little kitchen, where
he had often watched her display her skill in concocting dainty dishes, for
Dorothy, let it be known, was a cook of no mean ability.
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He stood there absent-mindedly for a moment, then, remembering his
appointment, hurried home to collect a heterogeneous mass of notes.
It was a merry group of young people that gathered the next day, in
a ravine that seemed especially designed for picnickers. Nevertheless,
John Townsend experienced a vague indefinable mood of dissatisfaction
as he surveyed the lively group, complete with the exception of Dorothy.
There was no Dorothy to make her inimitable, fragrant coffee, no Dorothy
to fill in the pauses with quaint, mirth-provoking observations of her own,
no Dorothy to listen appreciatively to one's latest anecdote.
"Where s Dorothy to-day, anyway?" inquired jerry Andrews looking
down from a branch, to which he had been fastening a swing.
"Oh, didn't you hear about it?" Madge Elliot, pausing midway in her
task of unpacking the lunch, waved a pickle jar excitedly. "Edith called
Dorothy up this morning to ask about some last minute arrangements, and
she said that she couldn't come. She wouldn't say any more for a long
time, but Edith finally made her tell why. She said she couldn't come be-
cause"—Madge's voice lowered dramatically—"because she is writing a
book !'"
John Townsend, thunderstruck, leaned dazedly against a tree-trunk for
-.upport.
"Dorothy-writing-a-book?" he managed to gasp.
"Yes. a book. Did you ever hear anything so increbible? If it were
anyone else, I shouldn't be so surprised, but to dream that Dorothy had
ever thought of such a thing."
The talk drifted to other topics during lunch, and only John seemed
distract and absent-minded. The opportunity of a stroll with that ency-
clopeadia of geological knowledge, Doctor North, failed to arouse him, and
even the discovery —of an oddly-formed rock brought forth no enthus-
iasm. Yet Miss North was a charming companion, from the intelectual
point of view, and she v/as preeminently sensible—her very dress, severely
masculine as it was, betrayed that. Why would the memory of Dorothy's
luminous dark eyes persist in haunting him. John wondered.
Strange to say, a certan professor of Geology was still possessed by
the same mood of dissatisfaction as he, walked home that night. Miss
North had insisted that they all stop at her home on their way back from
the woods. That was not all, either, John Townsend reflected grimly. She
had made a Welsh Rarebit. Shades of Hector, what a rarebit! All the women
were going to the same extreme, forgetting to be home-makers in their
desire to take an equal place with men. Even Dorothy had
—
At this point n his musings heheard a sharp, staccato bark, and looking
up, saw Gyp rushing excitedly out of a familiar gate. The Utile dog came
closer, and he saw that he held a piece of paper in his mouth. Extricating
it with some difficulty, he spread it open, recognizing Dorothy's unmistak-
able wrting
RECIPES
Planked Beefsteak
Boil seven minutes
—
John stopped to read no more. His expression slowly changed from
perplexity to joyous comprehension.
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"Recipes!" he murmured. 'By Jove, I believe I've gotten the solution!"
With a leap he bounded through the gate and up the steps almost
stumbling over a slight figure in white, sitting alone in the moonlight.
"Dorothy, will you forgve me, I behaved Ike a cad yesterday."
There was no answer. Dorothy's proud little nose was tilted far up in
the air, and her face was averted.
"Why didn't you come to-day? I missed you. Dot."
"I-I was writing something." The girl paused, twisting her handker-
chief nervously. "I'm sorry I couldn't go—did you and Miss North find
any specimens?"
John took her cold little fluttering hands in his very gently.
"Dorothy"—his voice had lost the patronizing tone entirely—"you know
I've always been interested in stones but the especial one that I'm interested
in now is a big sparkling white one
—
people call it a diamond—and I want
':o give it to you. Will you let me, dear?"
"Stop, stop, you've made an awful mistake. I'm not intellectual or-or
'specially clever, John, and I'm not writing a sure-enough book; it's just a
book of recipes that I used for an excuse not to go to-day."
" I know. Dot." John produced a much-rumpled sheet of paper. "I
got this from Gyp just now, but what difference does it make? Dorothy,
Dorothy, I've loved you all my life."
Dorothy smiled a wise little, tender little smile.
"You foolish man," said she. "I've known that for a long time."
LOUISE WATTS.
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Dcs Moines, Iowa
HOSE who went to the great Student Volunteer Convention at Des
Moines caught a vision, the immensity of which they had never
before realized; a vision of the world in its bitterness, suffering, con-
fusion, humbleness, and especially in its need; a vison of humanity,
bewildered, searching, waiting for the gospel; a vision of our respon-
sibility to carry the glad tidings to all men in service for the great
servant of all; a vision of the reality of Jesus Christ Himself which will
remain with us forever.
That vision we have tried to give all who could not go. That all of us
may remember the convention as long as we remember our days here let us
think together over some of the most striking and impressive things that
we heard there.
We are face to face with the most compelling hour since Christ hung
on the Cross.
God has done the work of one hundred years in the past five years.
There is some one in the world for every minute since Christ walked on
earth who has not heard of Christ. Those who have been sent to tell of Him
stand for the minutes on one week.
Christ has given to us the great task of perpetuating the Cross in human
history.
The world is plasitc, soon to set in what moulds?
God is the one object of our thought that we can not overthink. God is
better than our best thoughts of Him.
You will never deliver society from its evils by killing off its undesirables.
What the world needs to-day is not eagerness to get but willingness to
give.
li twelve fisherman could shake the world, why can not the students of
the world do it?
The Church is ready to gird itself with girdle of self-sacrifice and wash
the feet of people, black, white, and yellow. The young people of the colleges
are the girdle.
Great believers have always been great doers.
A man's ideal of God if he could express it would give a true picture
of the man.
Religion is more often caught than taught.
The solemn mandate of the dead makes us hound to live for the same
things for which they died.
A man may be a miser with his education as well as with his money.
Becoming an American is a spiritual adventure.
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A is for Annie, we have only three
And three sweeter girls you did never see
Their last names are Winslow, Lamberth and Sally,
One from the mountains and two from the valley.
B is for Bettie, Beatrice and Billy
These three are so different 'twould tickle you silly,
If you'd stand them in a row and ask them to sing
One would flrt, one would trill, one cut a pigeon wing
C is for Charlotte, Carolyn and Clair
In these three we find the fairest of fair
C is also for Camper, Coleman and Carter
You might go far but you won't find three smarter.
D is for Dewey who gave us a scare
When she wrote from home she was married there
We said "How romantic!" and wept some tears
But she came back Monday and allayed our fears.
E is for Emma and Eliza too
When it comes to E's we have quite a few
We may have E's but not E-A-S-E
We work, say what you P-L-E-A-S-E.
F is for Frances, Florence, Florine
Three more all round girls girls, you never have seen
They dance, and they sing; they work and they play;
They bring merry sunshine wherever they stray.
G is for Giddens, Gilliam, Green, Gray
Two strong for literature ; one so they say
Goes in for art, but is an all round sport
While the fourth one excels on the basket-ball court.
H is for Helen, we have only four
But they are so sweet we wish we had more.
Then we have Harriet, also Hennie
Of H's, too, now you see we have many,
I is for Inda and also Inez
The first one likes cooking at least so she says.
As for the second she is domestic too
Now what would you do if you were these two.
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J is for the Joneses, Vara, Katherine and Sue
Without these three what would we do?
Then there is Jeanette our Senior class wit
If she know I said this she'd fuss quite a bit.
K is for Katherine, of them wc have five
Then there are three Kathleens, very much alive
Some are called Katie and some called Kat
But —we often get them mixed for all of that.
L is for Louise, of those we have two
And one of them was married before she was thru
Then there are Lewises, a Lindsey, a Lowe
Of some of these the world's sure to know.
M is for Mary and also Marie.
It stands too for Mustoe, Moore and Mooshey.
All together we have eighteen of them
Juite a goodly number to begn with M,
N is for Nannie. We have just one N,
But she is so jolly she makes up for ten
I'm sure we all love her. she likes us too
And there's absolutely nothing she won't try to do.
O is for only—only one you see
Odell. lust as busy as busy can be
She hustles around, and hustles us too,
She's some Business Manager, I'll say that to you.
P is for Portia, who lives out in town
And Pribble and Purdy of no little renown
They are clever and sweet and witty, too
They can talk —too you bet. I know this is true.
Q is for questions Seniors ask in class,
The Juniors say this is the way we pass.
But you should hear the questions those Juniors ask
And —the Seniors answer them without any task.
R is for Ruth. We have two of them here
And then there is Ridley, a flirt, but a dear.
Then there are Reynolds, Rosser and Rew
And Rice and Richardson and then one or two.
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S is for Selma and Susie, her sister
She left in the winter and Oh! how we've missed her.
Then we have Southall, Stevens and Spicer
They go in for beaux and you won't find three nicer.
T is for Tudor, Thomas and Tune
If you come down to see us you'll —hear them real soon.
For there's Mary and Janie and Frances and Mable
And two of these are Tunes and qviite merry when able.
U is for us the whole Senior Class bunch
We are never late when it comes to lunch
But Oh ! in the morning how we do hate to rise
We're late for breakfast as you will surmise.
V is for a Vaiden and Victoria too
Our great little president who has seen our class through
Then there is Vincent. Elizabeth you know
And Virginia and Vara as sweet as they go.
W^ is for Worrell, Wiliams and Wood
They all love the "T. S." would stay if they could.
We also have a Winslow, sweet Annie Marie
And then Louise Watts, a literary Ladye.
X is for Xcellent, which we get on our teaching??
The Juniors won't believe it in spite of all our preaching
We do like the Training School tho we do have to work
And those dear— supervisors who won't let us shirk.
Y is for the yesterdays we've left behind
We are now full-fledged teachers with a "teachery" mind
We look at our school days and love each one.
But we're anxious to get this our life work begun.
Z is for the zero the Juniors will get
If they follow not instructions and worry and fret.
When things seem the hardest just smile and be gay,
And remember the Seniors will be then far away.
E, D. E.
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7:30
10:30
Mv. I^^art an^ My, ^tomarl)
"Mr, Heart," said Mr, Stomach, "What shall I do? It is impossible for
me to digest all the food that is sent to me. A worm will turn, and altho
I am only a Normal School girl's stomach, I am going to rebel and that right
soon. Just listen to my schedule for one day."
7 :25 (Cake crumbs.
(Two spoons full oatmeal
J Two hot rolls
I
One cup coffee
[Liver gravy
[Sandwich '
J
Dope
]Bite oil some one else's apple
[Candy and pickles.
12:15 (Hershey's sandwiched in between questions
I
Meat gristles
jNavy beans with molasses sauce
1 :15 i Water, a la chlorine
[Bread with butter
[Rice paste.
5 Ice cream cone
/Pickles.
[Fruit salad
..r J Pimento and peanut sandwiches
1 Cheese
[Tea.
[Pink mule
6 :00
i
Hot rolls
[Canned pears
6:55 \ Banana
/Ice creaxn cone, ' .
[Cold pork and beans
9 :45
J
Cold wennies
[Pickles
10:30 (Cream puff.
"All this I can not and will not endure any longer. I have contracted
and expanded and secreted juices until my walls are almost worn out. So,
Mr. Heart, after to-day I won't be your fellow worker but, like every thing
else, I am going on a strike."
ELIZABETH McCLUNG.
2:00
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1 here was a little lady named Bessie There was a young lady named
She was sweet and pretty and dressy Maudy
To her all was little She was so proud and haughty
From the world to a fiddle When the girls got in line
Sweet little, coy little Bessie, She'd keep on tryin'
To keep them from being so
naughty.
There was a young man named
Merrit
Who had eyes just like a ferret Miss Bessie she forces Geog.
When he looked at his girls Into brains that are dense as a fog
Their brains were n whirls And in the contest
And their answers were no where That was held in the West
near it. She took second prize in Geog.
There was a professor named Boyd Our newest new teacher is Sam
With his pencil he always toyed And he's a remarkable man;
He blushed in his classes To give a low grade
When he looked at his lassies ' He's never afraid
—
While they were with questions That newest new teacher called
employed. Sam!
There was a young lady named We have a slim spinster called Jen-
Florence nis
—
Of laziness she had an abohrrenco The reports she records they are
The girls for her would work many
—
They'd never, never shirk She don't like an "E"
For they loved this young lady So she loves best, you see.
named Florence. The smart girls who never get any.
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We, the two lone survivors of the illustrious degree class of 1920, do
herein attempt to tell the who, when, where, and what of our existence as
such. If your experiences are very broad and your memory very long, per-
haps you remember the unusually large class of 1918, With that class for
the origin, evolution has produced—"us". It sn't a very strong argument
for evolution, is it? But then it has been a survival of those who would sur-
vive. The ones who took their diplomas in 1918 had enough of practice
teaching and wished to depart. We had been unusually lucky, not having
been frightened by the Training School, so decided to come back and be-
come full fledged bachelors.
Just a few months ago there were three of us, but in the words of an
unknown poet
—
"Three little 'lasses jugs, looking at you.
Along came a job, then there were two."
It might be well to add that " 'lases jugs" is the pet name by which we
are known to our honorary member. Miss Bessie Randolph. Whether the
epithet was given to us because o four natures or because of our physical
characteristics, it would be hard to say.
Speaking of classes, ours is the funniest we know. It is really homo-
geneous in its hetrogenity. The faculty tell us of the importance of the
Fourth Professionals (which we fully appreciate) and the opportunity we
have to lead in the school. We have our share of leaders, as someone re-
marked the other day, "Ethel leads prayers, Mary leads plays, and Marian
leads a life of luxury on her enormous teacher's salary."
Our honorary member asked us if Marian had any matrimonial project
in her mind when she left us but we felt sure she had not. Surely, even
if she did go before she became a real bachelor, she wouldn't prevent another
person being one.
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KATH'RINE. Chief of us am 1; on chemstry I dote;
Results from tests that I have made, some weighty truths denote.
Why Omar cigarettes are best, experiment will show.
And how a B. S. may combine, at times with P. K. O.
I am GRACE personified; I lead an Ethical race;
In legal ocurtings I excel, and always win my case.
In Riddles my heart and mind unites, and unto one I cleave;
And when I would be doubly bright, I haste to Gild a sleeve.
Genius of a menu, I, not Bill, but EDITH—o'—fare;
What e'er the nature of the course, for Rice I chiefly care.
HELEN, moi; expjonent of la langue francais am I;
Ja parle toujours in French except quand en anglais I try
To chain my thoughts. But even then, c'est hard, je vous declare,
To register the "parlez-vous" and come down to la terre.
HATTIE ; Spirit of quietness and serious dignity,
I move on in this giddy world with all tranquility.
I am MARY—not uerverse—but thus my garden grows
;
In fields of Ed. I keep my head for principles in rows.
I. "Lib", adept in sugar and spice, have put some punch into
A training-course for planning homes and cookng so-and-so;
And if I find a New-man who's a man in more than name,
I'll be prepared to sign up for a life course in the same.
Me—? MERLE—? Well, it's just hke this : I'm spirit of ev'rything !
Recording angel, honey, of a Normal reading-ring
—
Promoter of amusement for each Third Proffessional
—
And representin' lots of things, but Pamplin most of all!
I, HARRIET, am sponsor for iambic doggerel. '
Tho why my thoughts all turn to tune I really cannot tell,
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Miss Ashton accepted a fact that was not geographically sound.
Mr. Lear traded his red neck tie.
Dr. Price didn't prescribe a cupful of castor oil.
Miss Maudy K. sold one cent stamps.
Miss Stubbs taught Urban Sociology.
Miss Newman wore ear puffs.
Miss Lula Walker lectured on "How to Keep a Husband."
Mr. Gilliam gave away kisses.
Miss Carrie Brownie cut Chapel.
Mr. Coyner blushed.
Dr. Jarman and his student body lacked Cooperation.
Mr. Grainger had a Big Ben.
Miss Randolph lost her little book.
Miss Coulling made a Spearmint Poster.
Miss Smithy took her hat off.
Dr. Tidyman wrote a Spelling Book.
Miss Barlow wore high heels.
Miss Rice went pony riding.
Miss Noyes faced her skirt.
Mr. Emory could distinguish class bells.
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Sl^at ISnnm Abo up
Examinations had begun—
Tho midnight stady is no fun
One cold and dreary winter night
I worked 'till almost break of light,
And when at last I climbed the stairs,
I almost fell asleep right there.
The Normalites were fast asleep
;
With visions bright, in slumber deep,
They neither knew nor cared that I
Was tipping cautiously to try
To muftie any slightest sound
Which might from careless steps resound
When, not to wake them as they slept,
Into my room I softly crept.
Imagine my amazement, pray.
When, going down to class to-day,
A class-mate asked, with puzzled brow,
"A circus, or a family row?"
The uproar made me think perchance
You were teaching the table how to dance.
Or was it the old Virginia Reel,
Each guest equipped with iron heel?
I never have heard such a terrible din
—
I feared that the ceiling would surely cave in."
And when I looked blank as an idiot might.
She said she referred to the noise of last night.
And then she proceeded to tell me now great
Was the tumult that upset her calm mental state.
In short, her report so elaborate grew,
I think I'll record it and pass it on to you.
Twas but a delusion of comical kind
Without a foundation—except in her mind;
But, tho her description was not very clear,
I received the impression I'll try to give here:
So,
Listen my people and you shall guess
At Catherine's sad and sore distress
On t'other night, when Fate denied
Her sleep until she almost died.
Awakened from dreams of lettuce and love.
By deaf'ning sounds from the room above.
She thot at first a fast freight train
Had jumped the rails and gone insane
Somewhere in regions overheard;
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But, remembering she was still in bed,
She decided the racket must be due
To a Normal source-a feast, or two.
Such trampings, with unmuffled tread.
And noise enough to wake the dead.
The Furniture, even seemed alive,
In Room One Hundred and Fifty-five.
Each chair, suported by it's cane,
Was clogging with a window-Pane
;
The Bookcase, crouching for a spring.
Launched "Burns" into the Highland Fling,
The Dresser was doing the "heel and toe";
The Bed cake-walking to and fro,
And rather than be considered slow.
The Screen began to "jazz" you know.
But, worse than all the rest combined.
Some person, merciless of mind.
With hard Heels hammered on the floor
Between the window and the door;
Flat-footedly the Heels clumped 'round
With ne'er a tip to dull the sound
;
The heavy left and heedless right
Thumped heartlessly, with all their might.
And meanwhile, in the room below,
"Cat" wshed those Heels would cease to go—
Yea, clasped her hands in deepest woe;
And cried, "My Kingdom for a Toe."
Whoever it was in the room up there
Had driven "Cat" to crazed despair
And, wondering what they could do more.
They broke the silence (?) and cracked the door.
L'ENVOI
/ think it was a wild nightmare
That pranced through Catherine's brain;
A very active nightmare.—But
It did not prance in vain
;
For, after this, when'eer 'till two
The midnight oil I burn,
I'll pussy-foot without a shoe,
And CRAWL, when I return.
Harriet Purdy.
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At last our task is over. A worth while one we hope it
has been. May this Virginian help to keep aUve the spirit of
S. N. S.
We desire to thank and express our appreciation to the
following people for their assistance, Mr. Lear, Miss WilUe
London, Miss Coulling, Miss Tabb, Vara Jones, Thelma Yost,
Helen Skillman, Mary Bell, Mary Ruckcr, Louise Trotter, and
all others who have lent their aid in this work.
If this Annual is a success in the estimation of its readers
it is first due to the unfaiUng and untiring efforts of the
Business Manager whose never tiring zeal and ever watchful
interest has guided it thru its main channels.
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Reflection
of a Young Woman's Mind
A reflection ot happening of last spring and summer, will call to mind many pleasant
moments, one of which "stands out" the most pleasant moment of the season.
'^ ou fully recall those happy moments when you were selecting your spring Hat, that
dainty Dress and Coat and those exquisite Pumps at BALDWIN'S. You recall the
great assortment of style and colors which afforded you such a wide range for care-
ful selection and those noticably low prices. The salespeople too, were so courteous
and anxious to see that you were getting just what you wanted. You recall, you
said right then, "In the future I'll always do my shopping at BALDWIN'S."
1 his year the styles and completeness of stocks exceed those of last years in every
sense. The same careful and courteous salespeople are here, ever anxious to serve you
and our prices are, like those of last season, as low as quality will permit.
FARMVILLE, VA.
DURHAM, N.C.
JVe invite you to view our displays today.
BALDWIN'S LYNCHBURG,VIRGINIA
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ROY MOOSE
PHOTOGRAPHERS
Farmville, Virginia
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College
Photographs
a
Specialty
Farmville
Manufacturing Company
(INCORPORATED)
Manufacturers of
Building Materials and Plow Handles
Farmville Virginia
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State NJormal School
FARMVILLE,
VI R G I Kf I
A
for Women
J. L. JARMAN, PRESIDENT
Graduates of accredited nigh scnools are ad-
mitted without examination to the Professional
Courses.
Courses offered: High School Course, Pro-
fessional Courses for the preparation of teachers
for Kindergarten, Primary) and Grammar Grades,
High School, Graded Rural School, Home
Economics and County) Demonstration work.
The four-year College Course leads to the
Degree of Bachelor of Science in Education;
students completing the first two 3)ears of this
course are entitled to the same diploma granted
for the completion of the other two-3)ear pro-
fessional courses.
Expense for all courses is the same and
students in all courses are eligible for the State
Scholarship.
For catalog, address
THE REGISTRAR
STATE NORMAL SCHOOL FOR WOMEN
FARMVILLE, VIRGINIA
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HAMMERSMITH-
KORTMEYER CO.
ENGRAVERS - PRINTERS
Get our special price on your Complete Annual
Largest Publishers of High Quality Complete
College Annuals in the United States
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Drug Store Dependabili^?
THERE IS A WHOLE LOT OF SATISFACTION IN BEING ABLE
TO DEPEND ON A DRUG STORE. OUR BUSINESS HAS
BEEN BUILT ON THIS FACT. WE WOULD BE PLEASED TO
ADD TOU TO OUR LIST OF CUSTOMERS. MOST OF THE
"NORMALITES" SHOP HERE. WILL YOU JOIN THE MAJORI.
TT? YOU WILL FIND US EVER READY TO SERVE YOU.
White Drug Store
FARMVILLE, VIRGINIA
Davidsons' 229 Main StreetFarm\)ille, Virginia
READY-TO-WEAR
SHOES
SPATS
HOSE
The place you •will
pna Wearing Apparel
that's up to time. "Styles
ana Smiles" you xviill also
fma in Footwear of the following
lines—EDWIN CLAPP—WALK-
OVER—SELBT— we carry) all sizes
and widths. ^ t t f
KT. B. Davidson Style Headquarters"
Pat/r One HuiidreJ Mimly
E. A. Wright Compan}?
BROAD AND HUNTINGTON STS. PHILADELPHIA, PA.
STATIONERS
ENGRAVERS
PRINTERS
Menus
Stationery
Calling Cards
Class JevJelr^)
Dance Programs
Leather Souvenirs
Wedding Stationery
Commencement Invitations
R.W. Garnet & Compan}?
Leadeis of fashion in Ladies' Tailored
Suits and Millinery)
Agents for the famous guaranteed Black
Cat Hosiery, tKe Drew SKoe and the
B^ best Midd^) Suits on tne market
Our aim is to serve you
If we haA)en't what you want, we will get it quick
Faijf Our lliinJrrJ Sinrtv-one
The most popular place for the
Mormal Students
WHITMAN'S
CHOCOLATES Bogg: EASTMANKODAKS
Drinks served at our fountain are a delignt
Let lis finish your Kodak pictures
309 MAIN STREET FARMVILLE, VIRGINIA
The Peoples National Bank
FARMVILLE, VIRGINIA
^vT;^ a strong conser^Jative bank, under
careful management.
Interest paid on time deposits, com-
pounded semi-annually.
Safe Deposit Boxes for rent. Keep
all your important papers in one place,
where they will be safe and strictly
?? pri^Jate.
G. M. ROBESON, President J. L. BUGG, Cashier
E. T. BONDURANT. Vice-President W. R. BUTCHER, Asst. Cashit
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Attention Future Teachers
The Virginia School Supply Co.
carries a large and up-to-date line of
desks, blackboards, maps, globes, charts,
and teacKers supplies. Write us for
new catalogue.
// there is anything you need
IVe have it
Our ne-p? map of Virginia should
be in ever^ school. Latest publications
of W. & A. K. Johnstons Standard
Maps and Globes.
<] t>
VIRGINIA SCHOOL SUPPLY
COMPANY
P.O. Box 1177 RICHMOND, VA.
Piedmont L3)ceum
Bureau
M\ THE PROGRESSIVE AGEN.
h0 CY OF THE SOUTH FOR
r^S- STANDARD LYCEUM
W' ATTRACTIONS.
SUPPLYING LYCEUM TAL-
ENT TO THE VIRGINIA
STATE NORMAL FOR
EIGHT YEARS.
Solon H. Bryan, Manager
ASHVILLE, N.C.
Barrow Coal Co.
Split, Pocahontas and
Virginia City Coal
Anthracite
all sizes
'PUBLIC SERVICE our mollo
Farmville, Virginia
If it is
Worth Insuring
Let us insure it
GARLAND and
MARTIN CO.
"Insurance that Insures"
Vhone 211
Farmville, Virginia
Piuje On,' IluiuireJ Sinety-thi
A. H. Petting
Manufacturing
JewelryCompany
Manufacturers of
Greek Letter
Fraternity
Jewelry
213 North Liberty St.
Baltimore, Maiyland
Smith Courtney
Company
PIPE.
FITTING
VALVES
BELTING,
SHAFTING.
PULLEYS.
HANGERS
MACHINE SHOP TOOLS
Wood IVorking Machiner))
Gasoline and Oil Engines
Richmond, Virginia
Books! Books!
Books of all kinds. For the
dass^ the home circle,
the pupil and the
teacher. The lat-
est and best books of
fiction. Books on meth-
ods of education a specialty.
THE MACMILLAN
COMPANY
Publishers New York
//'. S. GOOCII, REPRESENT.lTirr.
UNIFERSITY of flRGINLl
Is the shoe problem
vextatious?
"Queen Quality", an ever-ready
solution, stylish, comfortable
and a profusion of patterns
from which to select.
Suited to your pocket-book
Richardson & Cralle
FARMVILLE, VIRGINIA
Patje One Hundred Ninety-four
Gray's Drug Store When in our city call
on us for the best of
service and polite
attention to all
The
Virginia
Cafe
Phone 229
307 Main Street
Farmville, Virginia
A Registered Druggist
always in charge.
Our line of stationery
and Toilet Articles is
unexcelled in the city.
Wiley's Candy
Call on us or 'phone 56
241 Mam Street
The
First National
Bank
Farmville,
^ Virginia
Total JJssets
'TJhree Quarter
.Million T)ollars
N.B. DJriDSOX. President
E. S. TAYLOR, Vice-President
E. SCOTT MARTIN, Vice-Pres.
W. B. MORRIS, Cashier
J. W.WILSON, Jr., Asst.Cashier
JJ'herever the Annual goes, it
tells the same thing, but
all the girls tell you
Trade at
Garland CS, Mcintosh
Druggists
FARMVILLE, VIRGINIA
TOILET ARTICLES,
FOUNTAIN PENS,
KODAKS and STATIONERY
Pdi/e One Hundred Ninety-five
Calumet
Tea CS, Coffee Co.
IMPORTERS OF
TEAS &? COFFEES
The Ansloii Line
409-411 Huron Street
CHICAGO
C, €. C1)apprll
Company
DEALERS IN
Confectioneries
Fruits
Blank Books and
School Supplies
MAIN STREET
FARMVILLE, VIRGINIA
We Appreciate Your
Kindness
cyl. V. WA DE
Everything
for
Everybody
FARMVILLE, VIRGINIA
JHartin
printing Company
218 Third Street
FARMVILLE, VIRGINIA
Coninicrrial printing
Perforating, Binding and
Loose Leaf Punching
Sel,„„l „,„/ College Pnnling Our Specialty
hi the highest civilization the book is still
the highest delight. He who has once known
its satisfaction is provided with a resource
against calamity.—Emerson.
Baker-Caplor Conipanp
Wholesale Dealers in the
Books of All Publishers
3 24 Fourth Avenue, at Twenty-Sixth Street
NEW YORK
Page One Hundred i\'inety-si.
Carry Your Shoes to the
ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP
Where they use the
best leather and workmanship
We can fix them while you wait
The Martin Jeweler
DIAMONDS WATCHES JEWELRY
We carry a complete line of
NORMAL SCHOOL JEWELRY
Your orders solicited for Class and
Sorority Pins, Rings and Jewelry
MARTIN THE JEWELER
Farmville, Virginia
D, W. GILLIAM
Dealer in
Fruit, Confectioneries,
Stationery, Etc.
OPPOSITE S. N. s.
OPERA HOUSE
Shows only
Standard Photoplays
SPECIAL FEATURE FILMS
CLEAN. RECREATIVE
Visit the Opera House daily
C. C. COWEN
FURNITURE
AND
FLOOR COVERINGS
FARMVILLE, VIRGINIA
When you want
Good Things to Eat
Just Go to the
BAKERY
WE HAVE 'EM
Chas. Bugg & Son
THE PURE FOOD STORE
Best quality
Uniform prices
Good service
Good things to eat
FARMVILLE, VIRGINIA
JOHNT.DOYNE
FUNERAL
DIRECTOR
ESTABLISHED 1838
PICTURE FRAMING
FARMVILLE, VIRGINIA
Page One Hundred Ninety-seven
Aiito5i*^lJi?s
Page One Hundred Ninety-eiijlit
Autiiiii*ti|jbH
Pane Oni- llunJirJ Xinfty-nuie
AittograpbH
Page Jiio Himdi.-J
Page Two Hundred One





